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1.

WELCOME AND ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

The sixth session of the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences (CAS) Environmental
Pollution and Atmospheric Chemistry Scientific Steering Committee (EPAC SSC) was held at
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) from 11 to 14 November 2019 in Geneva,
Switzerland. Professor Gregory Carmichael, Chair of the EPAC SSC chaired the meeting. He
introduced the agenda of the meeting (Annex 1). He explained that objectives of the
meeting are to facilitate the evolution of the Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) Programme
and align its priorities and implementation with the new organization of WMO. Meeting
participants introduced themselves through a tour-de-table (list of participants is provided
in Annex 2).
The Chair explained WMO goals and strategic objectives approved by the eighteenth World
Meteorological Congress and highlighted the structure of WMO constituent bodies. He
stressed that WMO focuses on a more comprehensive Earth system approach, with a
stronger focus on water resources and the ocean, more coordinated climate activities and a
more concerted effort to translate science into services for society. He reminded the
meeting about the need for seamless provisions of Earth system modelling across spatial
and time scales and across weather, water, environment, ocean and climate. He explained
that the Organization is undergoing a reform process. The GAW Programme is under the
responsibility of the Research Board and should focus on WMO strategic objective three to
advance fundamental knowledge of the Earth system and policy-relevant science. The
connections between the science and the services through the value chain approach
(including new technical commissions (TCs) of science and expert teams) should be
strengthened. Co-benefits of the environment research and weather, water and climate
research should be further investigated and exploited.
The Chair further stressed that the steering bodies within GAW should think about the
opportunities that become open with the WMO reform. It would be important to better
integrate and reorganize activities within GAW. The GAW structure with terms of reference
(ToRs) and progress on the GAW Implementation Plan (IP) will be presented to the
Research Board. Strategies to position GAW with the new commissions and Research Board
need to be delivered.
Gregory Carmichael highlighted the arrival of the new Director of Research Department,
Jürg Luterbacher. Jürg welcomed the meeting participants and expressed the appreciation
to WMO for the opportunity to work in the Research Department. He introduced himself and
reinforced the messages of the SSC Chair via teleconference.

2.

UPDATE ON THE ACTION ITEMS

Gregory Carmichael presented the action items from the previous meeting. The update on
the action items is included in Annex 3. As the GAW Programme is in the middle of its IP,
the action items from the GAW IP were also revised for their continued relevance. The
comments are included in Annex 4.
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3.

UPDATES ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GAW
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

3.1

Scientific Advisory Group on Ozone and Solar UV Radiation
(SAG Ozone-UV)

The Co-Chairs of the SAG Ozone-UV, Matt Tully and Craig Sinclair presented an update of the
SAG Ozone-UV activities remotely. The SAG Ozone-UV members worked on the development
of the Global UV index application in conjunction with the World Health Organization (WHO)
interest in UV health impacts. SAG Ozone-UV has an intention to support the development of
health applications to provide public health advice through the production of a global UV index
app for smartphones (under development). At the same time, the implicit support for further
development of the app though the global product is requested from WMO and WHO as part
of endorsement. The sources of data are available from the Copernicus Atmosphere
Monitoring Service (CAMS) that combines satellite instruments and in situ sensors with
numerical models.
There were several anniversaries in the ozone community. The Royal Meteorological
Institute (RMI) of Belgium celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of ozone measurements at
Uccle, where the operational ozonesonde programme started in January 1969, with a launch
frequency of three times per week, all year around. For 50 years, more than 6 800
ozonesondes were launched and collected data on the vertical distribution of ozone. The
Deutscher Wetterdienst celebrated the twentieth anniversary of the Regional Dobson
Calibration Centre for Europe, hosted at the GAW Global Station Hohenpeißenberg,
Germany.
Matt Tully further updated the meeting on the WMO/United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion. The most recent assessment
of 2018 was published in January 2019; it contains the most up-to-date understanding of
ozone depletion, reflecting the thinking of hundreds of international scientific experts who
contribute to its preparation and review. The assessment stresses the fundamental
contribution and important role of GAW ozone networks.
The SAG Ozone-UV Co-Chairs updated the meeting on the relocation of surplus Dobson and
Brewer instruments to developing countries and the Vienna Convention Trust Fundsupported Dobson intercomparison for Africa and Dobson/Brewer intercomparison for South
America. The implementation of new ozone cross-sections (the Integrated Global
Atmospheric Chemistry Observations Absorption Cross Sections of Ozone project) had made
little progress. Calibration of broadband UV network – results from the report of the second
International UV Filter Radiometer comparison UVC-II (2017) were disappointing. The
second Assessment of Standard Operating Procedures for Ozone Sondes 2.0 (ASOPOS) road
meeting was held in Brussels (hosted by RMI and the Solar-Terrestrial Centre of Excellence)
to evaluate the new insights obtained since the first meeting and to formulate the new,
preliminary strategic and operational planning (SOP) which had to be evaluated and
completed in order to finally produce the revised WMO-recommended SOP for ozonesondes.
The proposal to host a Central Calibration Laboratory (CCL) for Brewer spectrophotometers
at the Izaña Observatory managed by the State Meteorological Agency of Spain (AEMET)
was developed and presented to the SAG Ozone-UV. Currently, Environment and Climate
Change Canada is the designated CCL and holds the world standard Brewer triad. The SAG
Ozone-UV Co-Chairs expressed that the two centres would have to commit to GAW to
undertake regular intercomparisons to ensure traceability of the whole network within
stated uncertainty. Clarification from the SAG Ozone-UV is necessary if the primary
standard is required. The measurement guidelines must be produced by the SAG Ozone-UV
stating that as well.
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The presentation of the SAG Ozone-UV Co-Chairs was followed by discussions. Several
aspects were raised:
(1)

Representation of the diverse ozone data sets in the World Ozone and Ultraviolet
Radiation Data Centre (WOUDC): it was noted that individual contributions are
accepted but connections with contributing networks and the other data centres are
not created. Networks such as Southern Hemisphere ADditional Ozonesondes and
the Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC) keep
their own data archives and it would be useful for WOUDC to proactively approach
those data archives and work on minimization of duplication of data/metadata and
data synchronization. Currently the same data are sent to three different data
archives and further efforts are required to overcome the reluctance of community in
utilization only WOUDC. At least all of the observational networks utilize the QA
procedures. Another related question concerns data licensing. Several data centres
started to look up and ask for registration and keep track of who is downloading
what. Though such approaches are favoured by data provides, they may limit the
use of data.

(2)

The second discussion point was related to the recognition of Izaña as a CCL. Within
the current GAW quality assurance system only one laboratory can serve as a CCL.
Publication prepared by Izaña colleagues demonstrated that Izaña primary triad is
more precise than the one in Toronto. CCL should be assigned to the organization
that delivers the highest quality standard to the network. At the same time, some
SAG Ozone-UV members were not convinced that a primary standard is required for
the ozone measurements. Clarification was solicited from the SAG Ozone-UV but was
not received in time for the meeting. There were some concerns expressed in
relation to the performance of the ozone laboratory in Environment and Climate
Change Canada since 2012. This concern has been raised at every SAG Ozone-UV
meeting since then. Izaña wants to support this activity on the long term and should
be given an opportunity to do so. The SSC was of the opinion that a win-win solution
should be sought.

(3)

Meeting participants asked SAG Ozone-UV about the transition from the manual
Dobson instruments to more automated solutions. The Co-Chairs explained that
many countries are moving to Brewers, though automation is not occurring
everywhere around the world and many countries still prefer to maintain Dobsons
than move to Brewers.

3.2

Scientific Advisory Group on Reactive Gases (SAG-RG)

Lucy Carpenter, the Chair of the SAG-RG presented an update on the work of the SAG-RG
remotely.
She introduced new members who joined the SAG-RG in 2019 – Owen Cooper (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)) and Jimmy Gasore (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology/Rwanda Climate Observatory). Detlev Helmig moved from being a
full to an affiliate member. The Chair presented the outputs of the first phase of the
Tropospheric Ozone Assessment Report (TOAR) that received a very positive review from
the International Global Atmospheric Chemistry (IGAC) Project SSC, and the second phase
of TOAR (TOAR-II) that was planned to start in January 2020 and will last five years. SAGRG made several contributions to the WMO outreach materials, including an article on urban
volatile organic compounds (VOC) for the upcoming issue of WMO Bulletin and initial
drafting of the Reactive Gases Bulletin on biomass burning. The first draft of NOx
measurement guidelines was prepared, and the VOC measurement guidelines were nearing
completion, with final versions targeted for February or March 2020.
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The seventh WMO GAW Expert Workshop on VOCs was held on 4-6 November 2019 in
Urbino, Italy with about 40 attendees from 12 countries. The SAG planed its next VOC
expert meeting for 2021 in Hong Kong, China, hosted by Hong Kong Polytechnic University.
The SAG proposed to organize the next physical SAG-RG meeting during the IGAC 2020
Conference in Manchester. SAG plans to support thematic sessions:
(1)

On tightening the relationship between modellers and VOC observational community;

(2)

On data science/statistical analyses.

The Chair further highlighted the slight increase in the number of stations/data set
participating in observations from 2018 to 2019 (total 2 281 datasets, 83 stations,
35 countries, 129 components in 2019). The geographical coverage for the ozone is
worldwide, but VOC observations are only from Europe. A similar situation is with SO2 and
NOxy observations, though many research datasets are known to the scientific community in
other parts of the world. The World Data Centre for Reactive Gases (WDCRG) has increased
GAW data availability significantly though NOAA global VOC flask data not yet included.
SAG-RG members have been nominated and agreed to contribute to the WMO GAW/Global
Climate Observing System (GCOS) Task Team on Atmospheric Composition Observational
Requirements that will provide input for both the GAW and GCOS Rolling Review of
Requirements (RRR) processes. Observational data are widely used in the modelling
exercises. One example is the AerChemMIP comparison, which is the chemistry and
aerosols-focused experiment of phase 6 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP6).
Among the remaining challenges, the Chair particularly mentioned the work of SAG-RG on
ammonia. This molecule remains very tricky for observations and analysis. She stressed
that technically these measurements make sense but may be dominated by the local
sources.

3.3

Scientific Advisory Group on Greenhouse Gases (SAG GHG)

Alex Vermeulen, the Chair of the SAG GHG reported on the SAG activities. He presented the
SAG members and a list of relevant meetings where the SAG participated. He highlighted
the SAG’s support to the joint Integrated Global Greenhouse Gas Information System
(IG3IS)–TRANSCOM meeting that was organized to facilitate the exchange of information
and promote cooperation in the inverse-modelling community. SAG GHG prepared the WMO
Greenhouse Gas Bulletin 2019 that featured the use of stable isotopes for the GHG source
attribution. The Bulletin received very broad media coverage. SAG also contributed to the
United in Science report, which brought together major partner organizations in the domain
of global climate change research, underlining details of the state of the climate and the
trends in the emissions and atmospheric concentrations of the main GHGs.
The presentation was followed up by a general discussion on the following topics:
The sustainability and expansion of the network needed to be established, for example in
Africa. Due to the voluntary nature of the GAW Programme and a poor link between the
research and operational communities in the countries, the GHG observations are often not
connected to the National Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs), which creates
a risk to the sustainability of the research-based network. In this context it is important to
establish a strong connection between the operational and scientific community. In
establishing sustainability, it is important to link research observations to operational
services such as Copernicus. The RRR process for in situ measurements is critical to design
and build the African network.
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Connection either to the operational community or to the established data services is critical
for the near-real-time (NRT) data exchange. Due to lack of similar methodologies, ad hoc
NRT data sharing is not sustainable. The World Data Centre for Greenhouse Gases
(WDCGG) technically is not designed for the NRT data exchange and needs an improved
user interface. The link between WMO Integrated Global Observing System
(WIGOS)/Observing System Capability Analysis and Review (OSCAR) and GAW Station
Information System (GAWSIS) should be improved. Data management aspects must be
coordinated with the Infrastructure Commission in the future.
The SSC enquired about the connection between SAG on GHG and the carbon cycle
community:
GAW community is focused on improved measurements, but awareness of importance of
final data use is being raised. Interest in provision of scientific information to support
policies is growing.
How we interact with the Infrastructure Commission will be important for engagement with
countries in the future and they will have a very important role to play. It is important to
build mutually beneficial interface.
More attention is required to QA/QC efforts as for some contributions the QA of
measurements is done by the station’s principal investigators and in some cases it is done
by network coordinators or a central laboratory. There are national networks that make
their own arrangements. Such diversity requires more stress on the use of the common
measurement standards and QA approaches.

3.4

Scientific Advisory Group on Aerosol (SAG on Aerosol)

Paolo Laj, the Chair of the SAG on Aerosol, updated the meeting on the activities during the
past year. He started with the updates on the data sharing and suggested extending the
meta data reports to include QA measures (information about calibration outcome and
reports). Data Provision and QA/QC activities should be listed for all GAW sites (Global /
Regional/Local/ Contributing). There is still an issue with multiple labelling of the same
datasets reported with different affiliation. In order to comply with GAW standard operating
procedures and recommendations, the link to the World Calibration Centres (WCC) requires
strengthening. He highlighted the improvements, new features and services of the World
Data Centre for Aerosols (WDCA). For example, EBAS submission tool and interoperability
with other GAW-related data centres (for example, EARLINET) were added to WDCA, but
the number of participating countries remains limited. The European community in Aerosol,
Clouds and Trace Gases Research Infrastructure (ACTRIS) received contracts with CAMS
and started from 1 November 2019 with CAMS21a (aerosol in situ) and CAMS21b (aerosol
remote sensing) in favour of developing the tools and methods for online QA/QC and
transfer of quality-level information to CAMS. It would be extended to non-European sites
with CAMS24. The In-situ Aerosol GAW Network (SARGAN) is an emerging GAW in situ
aerosol network, which benefits from contribution of different networks including ACTRIS in
situ, NOAA-FAN, European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP), IMPROVE, the
Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network (CAPMoN), Acid Deposition Monitoring
Network in East Asia (EANET), KRAQNb, UBA, among others. The Chair presented the
geographical distribution of the stations that focus on different aerosol parameters.
The SARGAN reference paper will be submitted in December 2019. This paper will provide
the widest effort to document the framework for aerosol observations (including QA/QC
procedures, status of sites), to summarize progress in aerosol observation over the last
20 years, and to provide statistically robust information on trends and variability for specific
aerosol variables. Several papers on the topic of SARGAN are to be submitted in 2019 and
2020. For example, Collaud Coen et al.
(Chem. Phys., 20, 8867–8908, https://acp.copernicus.org/articles/20/8867/2020/ analysed
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trends and variability of SARGAN optical properties using data from 52 stations on five
continents with 10+ years duration.
The revision of aerosol Essential Climate Variables (ECV) will be proposed within the next
GCOS IP (2020-2024). The Chair stressed that the list of aerosol ECV products should be
cleared. The number of aerosol ECVs should not exceed six parameters in total and those
variables must be independent of each other. Current GCOS Aerosol ECVs products that
include spectral aerosol optical depth, single scattering albedo, aerosol light extinction
profile, and aerosol layer height have established observational requirements. There are
three new GCOS Aerosol ECVs variables – Aerosol size-related ECV, Aerosol cloud forming
potential-related ECV, Aerosol chemical composition related ECV – and these need detailed
observational requirements specification.
The Chair appreciated the work of the SAG members and Secretariat related to promotion of
aerosol observations and research in emerging countries. The Splinter Session at the
General Assembly of the European Geosciences Union (EGU) in 2019 attracted
60 participants from almost all WMO regions and received productive recommendations on
best practices to promote GAW. He informed the meeting about the progress on the
preparation of the Aerosol Bulletin on biomass burning that includes a section on the
reconstruction of a Puerto-Rico station after the Hurricane Maria (operated by O. MayolBracero) and also referred to preparations for the next physical meeting in early 2020.
The SAG faces challenges with aligning strategies from different agencies and initiatives,
better connection to services (with Copernicus for example) and responding to the
technology revolution addressing low-cost sensors in GAW. So far, the utilization of low
sensors for particulate matter ≤ 2.5 µ (PM2.5) measurements and data sharing was done on
a local scale and for health applications. Application of the sensors and sensor networks is
growing, some products combine sensor network data with satellite data. The issues with
the utilization of the low-cost sensors are emerging, but the SAG was not involved in such
activities yet.
GAW and its SAGs play an important role in promoting the observations in emerging
economies in GAW beyond the political agenda. The opportunities in using environmental
funds (e.g., World Bank and other development funds) are critical for filling the
observational gaps and should be further investigated.
The Chair pointed out that a number of issues are across multiple SAGs and should be
addressed in a more integrated manner. He stressed that SAG put huge efforts in aerosol
assessments, while the GAW data-sharing system is not very conducive for such work.

3.5

Scientific Advisory Group on Total Atmospheric Deposition (SAGTAD)

Ariel Stein, the Chair of the SAG-TAD reported on the activities of the SAG. The SAG-TAD
work focuses on operations, coordination and fostering research. For the operation part, the
SAG continues working with the World Data Centre for Precipitation Chemistry (WDCPC) on
archival and dissemination of global precipitation chemistry and deposition data. The SAG
continuously updates the guidelines, data quality objectives and standard operating
procedures for the measurement and analysis of all chemical compounds of interest. SAG
members assisted regional programmes with the implementation of new sites and field,
laboratory and data management operations.
In the area of cooperation, the SAG members are establishing links with other scientific
topics, issues, communities, international programmes and other SAGs. The main focus of
these efforts is on improved coordination between deposition research and other major
environmental science activities including ambient aerosol and gas monitoring, atmospheric
modelling, ecosystem effects research, climate research, etc. The SAG reached out to other
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scientific and non-scientific communities regarding the state of science related to
atmospheric deposition of major ions and other chemicals and it continues supporting
capacity-building activities and trainings.
In the area of fostering research, SAG made a great effort on quantifying patterns and
trends of the composition of precipitation and total deposition on global and regional scales,
providing data sets for use by user communities, including ecosystem effects and
atmospheric modelling communities. The SAG works on development of methods to
estimate dry deposition, and on improvement of understanding of atmospheric deposition of
chemical species of existing or emerging interest (e.g., organic acids, black carbon, metals,
phosphorus, mercury, nitrogen).
The Chair updated the meeting on the collaboration with the National Atmospheric
Deposition Program (NADP) National Trends Network, the Clean Air Status and Trends
Network (CASTNET), CAPMoN, EANET, the monitoring programme under the EMEP, the
International Network to study Deposition and Atmospheric chemistry in Africa INDAAF
project, and he mapped the areas where wet deposition data are scientifically acceptable
around the globe. Within the context of the Nitrogen Cycling in Latin America: Drivers,
Impacts and Vulnerabilities-(Nnet) project, a group of scientists embarked in the creation of
a measurement network focused on nitrogen in South America. There are many stations
around the globe that measures precipitation chemistry. Russia has over 100 stations, Asia
has 57 stations in 13 countries, there are some stations in South America. The issue with
building global networks is that the pieces are not uniform, some networks use different
protocols and do not share data.
Data management and QA are very important aspects of the SAG-TAD operations. The
Quality Assurance Science Activity Centre – Americas (QA/SAC-Americas) seeks to
document and help improve the quality of precipitation chemistry measurements from
around the world. It conducts semi-annual interlaboratory comparison studies. Graphical
and tabular results of past studies are available on the web. Also, the QA/SAC’s website
provides the tools necessary to link data quality from the participating laboratories with the
measurement stations reported in the network. This website is still a work in progress, but
it is already seeing a rapid increase in web traffic. The Manual for the GAW Precipitation
Chemistry Programme (WMO/TD-No. 1251) was produced after recognizing that many of
the failing laboratories had never been instructed in the proper techniques that must be
followed by a successful measurement programme.
The Chair raised the key scientific and technical challenges faced by the SAG. Dry deposition
is poorly monitored and inconsistently estimated worldwide, inferential dry deposition
models need to be applied in the areas of the world where regionally representative air
concentration data are available. Scientific direction is required to understand chemical
cycling and to estimate wet and dry deposition of some important chemical species
(phosphorus, organic forms of nitrogen, organic acids). To establish best spatial distribution
of pollutants and deposition measurements, models and remote sensing results need to be
combined (measurement model fusion (MMF)). Exchanges in the land surface and land
surface models are gaining in precision, but there are some interesting research topics that
can be suggested by GAW.
He stressed that the SAG is in a transition stage as it moves from its initial scope on wet
deposition to the total deposition. The SAG started looking at MMF as a new direction and
expecting new members specializing in dry deposition and MMF.
The SAG Chair further informed the meeting about the move on NADP from Illinois to
Wisconsin to the new lab and new institution which has implications for GAW deposition
activities. WDCPC and the Quality Assurance Science Activity Centre (QA/SAC) moved to the
Illinois State Water Survey. Laboratory intercomparison studies will remain with the Illinois
State Water Survey.
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The SAG Chair further stressed that the topic of ammonia goes across SAGs. Ammonia
exchange (deposition, emissions and co-emissions) as well as the whole nitrogen cycle
should be looked at in a more holistic manner and include relevant SAGs (RG and Aerosol).

3.6

Scientific Advisory Group on Applications (SAG-Apps)

The two Co-Chairs of the SAG-Apps, Frank Dentener and Vincent-Henri Peuch reported on
the recent activities. They stressed that SAG-Apps is a large group with appreciated
experts. The objectives and tasks of SAG-Apps were discussed and revised. SAG-Apps work
streams should remain, but detailed scoping needs to be updated to reflect the new GAW
science-for-services initiatives. The SAG had a joint meeting with SAG on GAW Urban
Research Meteorology and Environment (GURME) and the Monitoring, Analysis and
Prediction of Air Quality (MAP-AQ) initiative in May 2019 where it discussed the science
applications, service delivery mechanisms and distribution of the roles and responsibilities
between the different element of the GAW Programme. Operationalization of research was
an important topic. The revision of the ToRs will reflect the meeting discussions and define
practical/visible actions and deliverables.
The Co-Chairs highlighted the current SAG activities. For assessment activities, the SAG
kept track of and promoted use of data in assessment exercises. The SAG was considering a
peer-reviewed paper on how to improve the assessment process through the use of better
data. Another SAG activity is related to improved emissions inventories through the use of
atmospheric modelling (direct and inverse). The SAG keeps track of new inventories and
their testing with models (esp. CAMS). SAG also noted that for several sources of
atmospheric constituents (e.g., natural emissions such as pollen) the resolution of the used
inventories must be better than a monthly one. SAG plans to develop and support a living
document on the current status and plans regarding data use of observational data on
atmospheric composition by prediction centres.
The SAG worked on the NRT data exchange strategy. NRT is becoming more and more
demanded by market developments and for public interest (fires and their impact). The
work on NRT data strategy was undertaken in close collaboration with several activities
worldwide, including operationalization of in situ data transmission (NDACC, Integrated
Carbon Observation System (ICOS), ACTRIS, In-service Aircraft for a Global Observing
System (IAGOS)). Further efforts are required to define skill scores for global chemical
analysis and forecasts. SAG is also contributing to the WGNE exercise, focusing on process
and short timescales with a special interest on fires/weather dust/weather cases. The SAG
proposes to organize the “year of Air Quality” and making monthly webinars on selected
topics to raise awareness and promote GAW.
The SAG identified the fact that SAG-Apps is mature enough for delivering operational
products. The role of this SAG is fundamental as it acts as an integrator for the use of
observational data and production of products for user community.
The SSC members recommended to improve the SAG interaction with the climate modelling
community. In the view of WMO reform, the focus should extend to the Earth system
modelling and the treatment of the atmospheric composition related elements in such
models.

3.7

Scientific Advisory Group on GAW Urban Research Meteorology
and Environment (SAG GURME)

The two Co-Chairs of the SAG GURME, Véronique Bouchet and Ranjeet Sokhi updated SSC
members on the SAG activities. GURME was created under GAW in 1995 to enhance the
capabilities of WMO Members in providing urban-environmental forecasting and air quality
services linking urban air quality, meteorology, climate and impacts, and how it moves to
integrated urban services. The SAG made a very strong contribution to lowering science
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barriers in order to carry out modelling at increasing resolutions in the urban context. It
also addressed gaps in the areas where research questions transcend disciplines and require
leveraging a broader community. It also promoted seamless modelling approaches all the
way to urban systems. The current SAG science activities aim at initiating and exploiting
new scientific advances in atmospheric composition, meteorology and climate for improving
air quality in urban areas within a regional and global context by engaging proactively with
the wider community, providing strategic research direction and highlighting future scientific
challenges relevant to urban air quality and meteorology.
In order to meet new objectives after the WMO reform, SAG will continue to support a wide
range of research areas, including:
(i)

Advancing modelling, prediction, forecasting and projection tools and systems;

(ii)

Representing urban processes in models;

(iii)

Understanding scale interactions;

(iv)

Integrating observations for improving models;

(v)

Science for impact assessment, mitigation and adaptation;

(vi)

Promoting science dissemination, outreach and training.

The SAG Co-Chairs updated the meeting on the progress of a number of pilot projects,
including:
(i)

Mexico City Air Quality Management Programmes;

(ii)

comparative study in Singapore;

(iii)

severe PM2.5 episodes in south-central Chile;

(iv)

air pollution and health study in Sao Paulo;

(v)

identification of the long-range transport and use of low-cost PM2.5 sensors in the
System of Air Quality Forecasting and Research project in New Delhi;

(vi)

The new GURME project on Paris Olympic Games 2024;

(vii) advanced knowledge on the pollution distribution within an urban heat island.
(This is implemented as a joint activity with the World Weather Research
Programme (WWRP)).
The SAG noted that several pilot projects move in the direction of integrated urban services
with the most advanced examples being from Hong Kong (China) and Mexico City.
SAG GURME plays an important role in supporting the air quality activities for urban areas in
the Prediction and Forecasting Improvement for Africa (PREFIA). This initiative includes a
number of partners from Africa and is supported by a broader community of the
stakeholder. The PREFIA Workshop and Modelling Training was held on 7-11 October 2019
in Nairobi, Kenya.
SAG Co-Chairs highlighted several involvements with other international activities, including
partnership with WHO on air quality and health, involvement with the Task Force on
Integrated Assessment Modelling and with the Expert Panel on Clean Air in Cities.
The Co-Chairs articulated the vision for GURME as the focal point and the ‘science hub’ of
urban air quality prediction/forecasting and meteorology for WMO and globally. They also
expected some internal changes within WMO and additional expertise in the SAG.
The Co-Chairs further articulated the need to improve connection with the science-forservices initiative, e.g., with the urban objective of IG3IS as well as to look at the synergies
with Global Air Quality Forecasting and Information System (GAFIS). Such connections are
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important for cities that are working on climate and pollution agenda at the same time.
GURME is also looking at a more active promotion of the long-term observations in the
cities. GURME is actively involved in the development of guidance for an urban heat island
evaluation as was requested by WMO Executive Council.
The participants of the meeting enquired how GURME decides on the pilot projects affiliated
with it. The Co-Chairs explained that there are certain procedures developed within SAG
GURME and the projects that seek affiliation have to meet the articulated requirements.
SAG Co-Chair will share these procedures with the interested colleagues.

3.8

Expert Team on World Data Centres (ET-WDC)

The Chair of ET-WDC Joerg Klausen presented the updates from the ET-WDC. He
highlighted the importance of the WMO GAW WDC Landscape. Observations from GAW
stations are collected, quality-controlled and disseminated by dedicated WDCs including
WOUDC, the World Radiation Data Centre (WRDC), WDCGG, WDCA, WDCPC, and the World
Data Centre for Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere (WDC-RSAT). The GAWSIS collects
metadata and links them to the data in WDC and to the data centres of the contributing
networks which represent part of the WMO OSCAR system. GAWSIS will become an integral
part of the implementation of WIGOS, facilitating the exchange of data and information to
providers and users across WMO programmes and disciplines. ET-WDC closely interacts with
the SAGs. In the process of the WMO reform implementation, it is expected that ET-WDC
will interact closer with other WMO programmes or departments (e.g., Infrastructure
Department) to ensure consistency of international data exchange. There was a clear need
on the development of GAW dataset digital object identifiers (DOIs) expressed by data
providers. Although some data centres implemented DOIs, a standardized and harmonized
approach is still needed in the GAW community.
The Chair reminded the SSC of the ToRs of the group as listed in the GAW IP. He stated that
this team is core for the implementation of GAW data management strategy. He also
presented the interactions and meetings that this Expert Team conducted, including the
physical 2019 ET-WDC Meeting at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley, Hampton, United States in October 2019.
ET-WDC worked on the development of the NRT data exchange strategy. The respective
concept paper on NRT Strategy for GAW Data was drafted, triggered by an opportunity to
engage with CAMS project (GAW4CAMS). The final draft was submitted to SAG-Apps after
controversial discussions within ET-WDC, where the controversy mainly focused on the role
of Norwegian Institute for Air Research (NILU) and the NRT capabilities set up under
ACTRIS. SAG-Apps approved the document. The concept paper was presented to EPAC SSC.
It was worth noting that great support was needed to nudge the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) to proceed with a contract. The guidance from
SAG-RG, SAG Aerosol on priorities regarding further improvement of automated QA
procedures is also critical for the NRT data exchange strategy as well as to refine the data
processing chain and develop prototype. Another plan was related to the joint project with
WMO Infrastructures Department to develop a BUFR template for WIGOS Metadata.
Specifically, it would propose BUFR identifiers for elements in WIGOS metadata code lists
and develop a BUFR template for “core” WIGOS metadata on facilities, observations,
deployments and instruments.
The SSC expressed its support for the NRT strategy and the paper developed by ET-WDC. It
stressed that this strategy applies only to NRT data exchange and not to regular data
archiving. The focus of the paper is on utilizing the WMO data exchange system for
operational data exchange. The NRT data must be clearly flagged as those and discarded
after use. These data are not designed for the distribution or long-term storage.
Decision: The SSC endorsed the paper on the NRT data sharing in GAW. The paper can be
found in Annex 6.
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3.9

Task Team on Rolling Review of Requirements (TT-RRR)

The Chair of the TT, Richard Eckman presented the update on the progress of work. There
are three broad applications areas that encompasses major elements of GAW research,
consistent with the theme “science to services”:
-

Forecasting atmospheric composition (F);
Monitoring atmospheric composition (M);
Providing atmospheric composition information to support services in urban and
populated areas (U).

The team identified key parameters/variables that are needed for different application areas
and established spatial and temporal coverage requirements. The process required a lot of
work on definition of variables (including a need for consistency with GCOS requirements)
and on resolution requirements (temporal sampling, horizonal and vertical resolution,
timeliness), uncertainty, references and notes. The priority variables are aerosol, GHGs,
reactive gases.
The TT re-constituted during early summer 2019 with multiple telecons and attempted to
engage many past TT members and reached out for new members via SAG Chairs. The TT
proposed four subgroups and asked experts to coordinate a group in GHG, ozone,
precursors, aerosols. The team also proposed to start the work on climate monitoring
application area jointly with GCOS. Among the next steps, statements of guidance (SOGs)
for the three application areas is to be drafted. GAW has a responsibility to regularly update
the requirements for the three application areas (F, M, U) as part of WMO RRR process. The
TT will contribute to the vision for WIGOS surface/space components in 2040 and assist in
the subsequent updated Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites (CGMS) baseline.
The TT identified a challenge with the update of the aerosol requirement as there is a plan
to extend the list of aerosol variables included in ECV tables. It has been agreed that
atmospheric composition monitoring and climate monitoring should have consistent
requirements and share the same variables, though the GAW list of variables in the
composition area is broader.
The SSC enquired if the TT is looking at traditional pollutants such as heavy metals and
persistent organic pollutants. In the case of such pollutants being included, it was
recommended to work with the relevant groups in the Group on Earth Observations (GEO).

4.

GAW Science-for-Services Initiatives

4.1

Measurement Model Fusion for Global Total Atmospheric
Deposition (MMF-GTAD)

On behalf of the Chair of MMF-GTAD initiative Amanda Cole, Maria Kanakidou presented an
update on the early development of this activity. She introduced the motivation and
background of MMF and its connection to societal challenges and the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). MMF-GTAD will develop a methodology for creating
“best-possible” deposition maps based on the merge of the observational data with bestavailable chemical transport model estimates. In short, MMF is a method to combine
observations and models to improve model outputs applied retrospectively. Currently MMF
deposition maps are developed only for several countries.
Maria presented the initial working arrangements, and key elements of implementation. She
stressed that MMF-GTAD is a science-for-services initiative with the ultimate goal of
delivering high spatial-temporal resolution operational products. Stakeholders will be able to
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access high-resolution, high-quality, global-scale maps of total atmospheric deposition to
meet societal needs as they relate to the environment and global sustainable development.
She also pointed that when it comes to the need of users and stakeholders, scale is very
important as many stakeholders may be interested in regional scale products rather than a
global scale one. There is a need to engage with stakeholders, end-users, partners and
broader community.
The MMF-GTAD Scientific Leadership Team was established in October 2019 and developed
the initial concept of this initiative. The development of the IP for MMF-GTAD and the
publication of a concept paper in peer-review journal are the next steps of the initiative.
The MMF-GTAD initiative intends to establish the operational MMF-GTAD mapping system in
3 years. The leadership team would establish a resource mobilization strategy for finding
funds to support the near-term and midterm IP activities. There is a near-term need to
secure funds and initiate specific projects identified in the IP. In the midterm, all
components of the operational system to deliver the MMF services (maps) should be
developed and implemented through the data management, operational applications and
administration/management activities.

4.2

Integrated Global Greenhouse Gas Information System (IG3IS)

The Chair of the IG3IS Science Team, Phil DeCola, reported on the progress with the
development of the initiative. He reminded the meeting of the evolution of the concept from
the idea initiated by the Commission on Atmospheric Sciences to the fully fledged activity
with the science IP completed by the Science Team and approved by Executive Council (EC70) in 2018. IG3IS Science Team works closely with relevant GAW bodies to develop
initiative structure, protocols and procedures, and governance mechanisms, and to move to
the upscaling of the implementation. To reach the initiative’s objectives, IG3IS strives to
combine the best of bottom-up and top-down methodologies for the GHGs emission
estimates.
Among the major achievements, Phil mentioned reference to IG3IS in the Subsidiary Body
for Scientific and Technological Advice conclusions, and in volume 1 chapter 6 of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Task Force on National GHG Inventories
2019 Refinement to the 2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories.
This chapter includes assessment of methods for using atmospheric measurements and
analyses to improve inventory estimates and reduce uncertainties. This reference will help
establish link with WMO/IG3IS effort to propagate methods and standards to both developed
and developing countries.
To advance the technical work IG3IS-Transcom Workshop and IG3IS Science Team Meeting
was organized on 15–18 October 2019 in Paris. Two inverse model benchmarking exercises
were initiated at that meeting.
IG3IS aims to support the Global Stocktaking process and updates on the national
commitments. One of the good practice examples comes from Switzerland that established
new GHG measurement network through CarboCount-CH project. The United Kingdom
Deriving Emissions related to Climate Change Observations Network also helps with the
improvement of national inventory reporting in the United Kingdom. Several projects are
going on urban scale.
IG3IS Science Team started working on its ToRs. It was noted that better cooperation
between IG3IS urban objectives SAG GURME should be established for advancing skill in
meso-scale modelling for improved urban meteorology, especially for modelling vertical
transport and mixing in the planetary boundary layer, improved turbulence
parameterizations. IG3IS driven services are actively promoted with users, partners and
sponsors through all stages of development (with Green Climate Fund, Global
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Environmental Facility, World Bank, National and subnational governments, others). Strong
coordination with intergovernmental partners (United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC), IPCC, GCOS, Global Framework for Climate Services (GFCS),
GEO, World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), inter alia) is needed.
The SSC noted that the role of different SAGs in IG3IS activities should be elevated. It was
unclear how the roles are distributed between SAG GHG and IG3IS Science Team. The SSC
decided that in follow up process of ToRs revision distribution of roles and responsibilities
between SAGs and the science-for-services initiatives should be discussed and clarified.

4.3

Global Air Quality Forecasting and Information System (GAFIS)

The GAFIS initiative was presented by the initiative Chair Johannes Flemming. GAFIS
initiative builds a common platform for providers and users of air quality information. It will
enable access to, and use of, air quality prediction and analysis products with various
temporal and spatial functions. GAFIS will develop harmonized standards for operational air
quality products working closely with the Global Data Processing and Forecasting System
(GDPFS). Additionally, it will be fully inclusive, comprising operational activities as well as
pre-operational and experimental ones to engage with the entire community. GAFIS Science
Team met in October 2019 to develop the initial concept for this initiative. GAFIS intends to
build a network of air quality with service providers and users.
Johannes stressed that the scope of the initiative is both air quality forecasting and
retrospective air quality information on different scales. GAFIS will centre around regional
(WMO regions) and global air quality forecasting activities. Further developments are
planned to include setting up steering committees and developing an IP, improving access
and QC of global in situ air quality observations and making gap analysis of regions covered
by air quality forecast worldwide.
In the discussions that followed the presentation, SSC members stressed that in building up
this initiative the roles and responsibilities between the initiative and the SAGs must be
better defined. The SSC also enquired if emission inventories will be considered within this
initiative. As this initiative represents a translational activity to services, it should consider
the demands of the health sector. The SSC suggested that GAFIS could support the health
communities with globally consistent air quality forecasting and information systems.
As with any implementation, the real needs and what is missing should be scoped. The SSC
emphasized that additional data may be required to make the forecasting system working
properly. GAFIS Chair stressed that there are many air quality forecasting systems available
and WMO would represent the right place to streamline those systems and develop common
protocols for sharing information and procedures. It would be great if WMO would provide
this platform.
In the follow-up discussion the Chair of SAG-Apps reconfirmed that it was very unlikely that
the scope of GAFIS and SAG-Apps was completely overlapping if two groups are in regular
contact. He further stressed that building an operational capacity is critical and GAFIS can
plan an important role in that. The other SAGs noted that building interface with operation
and services would require much stronger integration of activities between different groups
in GAW. The SSC members stressed that connection between research and operations
represents a critical gap and GAW can play an important role in filling it. It would be useful
to have feedback from the modelling community with regard to the optimization of the
observational network to make them fit for purpose. Such services are already partly
available but can be extended in the future. The Chair of the SAG-Apps noted that
observational gaps are well-established for satellite observations though it is not clear if
satellite retrievals are more precise and less biased than atmospheric models. Feedback
should be provided in both directions.
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5.

Reform of WMO Constituent Bodies

5.1

Reform introduction

The Deputy Secretary-General of WMO, Elena Manaenkova, presented the vision for the
WMO reform. The WMO Constituent Bodies Reform has been carried out in accordance with
the directions given by Cg-17 (2015) and the following EC sessions in 2016 and 2017. The
WMO reform package approved by Cg-18 in June 2019 supports the science-for-services
process and integrates observations in an Earth system approach to produce a wide range
of multi-hazard weather, climate, water and ocean services. Two new commissions
(Commission for Observation, Infrastructure and Information Systems and Commission for
Weather, Climate, Water and Related Environmental Services and Applications) and
Research Board, which replace the original eight TCs, will be built on the principles of
inclusiveness of the weather, climate, water and other relevant environmental areas
covered by the WMO. The reform aims to coordinate systems for observation and data
management, to standardize observations and measurement strategies, to provide
mechanisms for engaging with partners beyond the WMO community and to harmonize
services for decision-making and socioeconomic benefits.
She introduced the transition in the Secretariat. In phase I, WMO Secretariat finished
reorganizing the top level structure, and decisions were taken on the new department and
their leadership. In phase II, the reform on department internal structures is to be
implemented, in in the last phase the centralization of administration will be implemented.
She reminded that WMO research programmes reside under the responsibility of the
Research Board. The WMO Research Board Core Group had an initial planning meeting on
24–25 October 2019 in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The Research Board has a general
responsibility for the implementation of the strategic goal 3 on targeted scientific research
with the three main objectives: advancing knowledge of the Earth system (fundamental
knowledge development), advancing policy-relevant science (where some interaction with
TCs occurs), and enhance connections between the science and the services through the
value chain approach (where most of the interaction with other TCs will occur).

5.2

New WMO technical commissions

Etienne Charpentier from WMO Secretariat presented the update on the development of the
Infrastructure Commission (INFCOM). Michel Jean was appointed as a president of this TC.
The How-group in the Secretariat started working on the input to the transition team
meeting. To ensure the implementation of the WMO Strategic Plan, four standing
committees are proposed to address the Earth system predictions and observations, WIGOS
implementation, WIS and data exchange. The commission will do the regulatory work and it
will take into account some aspects of implementation. The commission will look at the
Earth system holistically including all observational domains and will work with all
programmes to define the observational requirements and to fill the observational gaps.
Abdoulaye Harou from WMO Secretariat presented an update on the development of the
Services Commission (SERCOM). The commission president is Ian Lisk. The commission will
also work on the regulatory functions. It is planned that commission will have six standing
committees on sector-specific services and domain-specific services. The members are
currently being nominated by the Permanent Representatives. The exploratory work will be
done by the study group and several of those are developed in collaboration with the
Research Board.
The SSC members brought several issues to the discussion. One of the points raised was on
the evaluation of the emerging measurement technologies, such as low-cost sensors. This
question would require further discussion with INFCOM as the research community is of the
opinion that the research elements should reside in the research domain and only mature
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technologies can be brought to the TCs that have a regulatory function. It was further noted
that assessment of the capabilities is important at different stages, for example, assessment
of whether semi-operational systems are good enough for use in service development and
delivery.

5.3

WMO Research Board and its integration with the technical
commissions

Sarah Jones, a Vice-Chair of the Research Board, made a presentation on the progress with
the Research Board implementation. She reminded that the mandate of the Research Board
was approved by Cg-18. She also reminded that research programmes represent the main
substructures of the Research Board. Discussions were initiated within the Research Board
core team on how to translate decisions of Congress and Executive Council into actions.
Sarah also explained that the concept of seamlessness does not meant that one model or
observing system can do everything, but rather that all the pieces are well connected and
the end user does not need to take care from which part of the system the information is
coming. She further explained the difference between the responsibilities of the Research
Board and Science Advisory Panel, the latter being a forward-thinking advisory board to
provide high-level advice on advances in scientific knowledge.
The Research Board should promote the co-design of research initiatives aimed at
strengthening the “science-for-service” link between user needs and research projects, look
at the Earth system in a holistic manner and advance a policy-relevant science. The
membership will include the chairs of the research programmes and the Working Group on
Numerical Experimentation (WGNE), representatives from the regional association and two
TCs, from the World Meteorological Centres, representatives from international
organizations and it will consider geographical representation and gender balance.
The Research Board Co-Chair further articulated the Research Board interest in recent
development in the area of artificial intelligence (AI) technology. It is suggested to bring
experts in from the real AI community to get better knowledge, not fall behind and just use
packages that have been developed within the professional AI community. CAMS members
are utilizing this approach. It will be very helpful for the new structure to provide a platform
to have various research programmes sitting together once a year and discuss the work or
priorities.
The meeting expressed a doubt that exascale computing can be considered as a separate
challenge in detachment from modelling challenges, computing itself is rather a
technological than a scientific challenge. The Research Board Co-Chair agreed that the
challenge is connected to infrastructure, but it also creates challenges to the model
operations, hence two challenges have to be considered at the same time.
The Research Board Co-Chair further described a function of the Research Board in
promoting the coordination and cooperation between the research programmes and in
reducing the duplication/overlap (such as Ozone SAG and the Stratosphere-troposphere
Processes and their Role in Climate (SPARC)). The research programmes are in the middle
of the IPs and many activities in the plan require truly collaborative and multidisciplinary
approach to be delivered. Research Board includes the members that were specifically
chosen for their expertise in socioeconomic research in order to considering the impact of
the research on societal services.
The question of the science funding is also one of the topics for the Research Board. Great
efforts are made to look for membership from national research funding agencies and
international funding agencies to include them in the Research Board. This step will be
implemented in the second year. It is proposed to organize a science conference in 2022,
which is a great opportunity to connect everyone and bring to boarder community.
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The SSC members expressed general support to the WMO reform, at the same time the
recommendation was made to better connect between the research and operational
activities.
There are multiple elements in GAW that have connections to the Infrastructure Commission
and Services Commission. The observational component of research could be better
integrated with the operational observational infrastructure. As the organization is moving
to a more integrated approach, it is expected that research programmes will be working
closer together. The SSC must be regularly updated on the reform and be provided with
background information and actions relevant to GAW.
The SSC expressed the concern that the working processes in GAW largely rely on
universities and research organizations, and only a few NMHSs are involved. The Research
Board should allow for a broader involvement, including academia, governmental
organizations and private companies in addition to NMHSs. Better integration of research
and operation communities will allow to bring broader communities in the countries which
work outside NMHSs to support WMO work. It is suggested that GAW should keep being
open-minded and gain fresh insights. It is well recognized that research must be involved in
all steps along the value chain, through science-to-service. The SSC stressed that GAW
does not create services or shift services from NMHSs to somewhere else, but it rather
promotes co-design of research initiatives aimed at strengthening the science-to-service link
between user needs and research project design and between research and operations, to
benefit service delivery to members. It is expected that GAW could develop an integrated
strategy within broader community and serve as a platform for knowledge sharing.
The SSC articulated that the way forward required translation of the Executive Council and
Congress decisions into new plans. The works under the Research Board should be
undertaken through several steps:
(i)

Mapping existing GAW structures;

(ii)

Identification of gaps;

(iii)

Think about a new structure that can cover the scope of the programme;

(iv)

Develop the next GAW IP for the next financial period based on the new
proposed programme organization.

This process should be carefully planned as it may require re-scoping the work of the
existing SAGs.

6.

Collaborative activities with the other bodies

6.1

Update from the World Weather Research Programme (WWRP)

Sarah Jones, the Chair of the SSC for the Open Programme Area Group (OPAG)-WWRP,
highlighted several relevant activities of the programmes. She explained the mission,
structure and the transit from science-for-services within WWRP. She described the work of
several working groups and three core projects (Polar Prediction Project, Sub-seasonal to
Seasonal Prediction (S2S) Project and High Impact Weather Prediction Project). She
stressed WWRP activities are focused on four challenges:
(a)

High-impact weather: toward impact-based forecasts in a variable and changing
climate;

(b)

Water: modelling and predicting the water cycle for improved disaster risk
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reduction and resource management;
(c)

Urbanization: research and services for megacities and large urban complexes;

(d)

Evolving technologies: their impact on science and their use.

WWRP builds a network and works closely with key partners, such as GAW, WCRP, WGNE,
several past TCs and the Young Earth System Scientists (YESS) community. A new WWRP
action area is extreme-scale computing and data handling.
She highlighted WWRP and GURME are working together on the Paris Olympics 2024 Project
in order to advance research on the theme of the “future meteorological forecasting
systems at 100 m (or finer) resolution for urban areas”. It will help to improve the
nowcasting and numerical weather prediction (NWP) systems at urban scale. She also
articulated that another WWRP priority area is related to advances in NWP and air-quality
forecasting.
The SSC members expressed concerns that as there are common elements in WWRP and
GAW, further discussion is suggested in order to
avoid duplication of efforts. It was mentioned that the joint work on the development of a
Guide on Urban Heat Islands represents a good example of a multidisciplinary study
involving both WWRP and GAW.

6.2

Updates from the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)

Michel Rixen made a presentation on behalf of Detlef Stammer, the Chair of the WCRP Joint
Scientific Committee (JSC). He presented an overview of the WCRP Strategic Plan and
proposed scientific objectives on four parts: fundamental understanding of the climate
system; prediction of the near-term evolution of the climate system; long-term response of
the climate system; bridging climate science and society. It needs the support of a
hierarchy of simulation tools, sustained observations and reference data sets, open access,
high-end computing and data management.
He highlighted the fortieth anniversary of WCRP. To mark this milestone, the WCRP Climate
Science Week was to be held as part of the American Geophysical Union (AGU) Fall Meeting
in San Francisco, in December 2019. It would showcase the many successes of the
community over the last four decades and highlight some of the challenges and
opportunities that climate science faces now and will face in the future. The WCRP Strategic
Plan 2019–2028 was developed by the WCRP JSC in 2018. It was refined after final cosponsor comments in early 2019, printed and distributed in the first half of 2019.
Michel proposed some areas for collaboration related to Earth system model development,
fluxes, data assimilation, reanalyses/inversed modelling, downscaling, data infrastructure,
high performance computing verification and machine learning.
The SSC pointed that some structural convergence is required – for example, in improved
integration of ozone-related activities in GAW and WCRP. WCRP is also working with GCOS
in order to improve the understanding of the climate system and enhance climate services,
but to focus more on analysing and predicting.
The SSC highlighted that future climate extremes might strongly affect urban areas. At the
same time the resolution of the climate models is generally coarse, and resolution required
to address urban services needs won’t be reached. Better collaboration with GURME is
required in this area to meet the needs of urban user communities.
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6.3

Updates on the Working Group on Numerical Experimentation
(WGNE)

Keith Williams, Co-Chair of WGNE, presented an update on the work of this working group
remotely. He reminded that WGNE works with all WMO research programmes and it now
reports to the Research Board. The purpose of WGNE is to foster the development of
atmospheric circulation models for use in weather prediction and climate studies on all
timescales and diagnosing and resolving their shortcomings. To identify the cause of
systematic errors in the models, WGNE performs the survey that highlighted the following
processes:
•

Convection schemas;

•

Surface fluxes in connection with ocean observations;

•

Cloud microphysics;

•

Aerosols treatment in the models;

•

Uncertainties representation in the models.

He further stressed that new numerical challenges are coming with the development of the
exascale computer architectures which will require sharing progress of code development.
There is also progress on the use of machine learning for model physics parameterizations.
One of the potential application areas is turbulence parameterization, but no work has been
initiated in that direction yet. The group working on machine learning is currently looking at
processes and identifying where the approach can be useful.
The Co-Chair highlighted that WGNE is working on the joint WGNE-Global Atmospheric
System Studies (GASS) phase II project (COORDE) (led by Irina Sandu and Annelize van
Niekerk); shared the progress on development of codes suitable to run on exascale
architectures (led by Nils Wedi); on the joint WGNE-S2S aerosol Phase II project (led by
Ariane Frassoni, Francois Engelbrecht, and Frederic Vitart); and on the joint WGNEPredictability Dynamics Ensemble Forecasting initial tendency intercomparison (in planning).
The Co-Chair explained that model physics parameterizations, such as turbulence
parameterization, would be an important area to look at, but there is nothing ongoing yet.
The current status is that they are looking at processes and trying to find out what seems to
be working and what is not.
The SSC suggested that more atmospheric compositions could be included in the work of
WGNE (for example, looking at wet removal processes, cloud process, and the like). WGNE
could help with short-range regional high-resolution simulations and in identification and
quantification of the skill scores of air-quality forecasting, especially on sub-seasonal
timescales. It was considered to be a good idea if WGNE could link with SAG Aerosol and
improve the interactions with PREFIA.

6.4

Updates on the Sand and Dust Storms Warning and Advisory and
Assessment System (SDS-WAS)

Alexander Baklanov from WMO Secretariat reported on the update of implementation of the
SDS-WAS on behalf of the Chair of SDS-WAS Steering Committee Xiaoye Zhang. He
highlighted the achievements of the past year in establishing Iceland dust experimental
forecasts, in detecting new dust sources in Central Asia, and in carrying out simulations of
SDS hot-spot sources in high-resolution mode experiments. He mentioned that there are
still some issues to be considered with hot-spots to be introduced as sources, and how to
represent dust storm response to non-hydrostatic and cloud-resolved meteorology. New
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observations for mineral dust aim at improving current dust observational capabilities and
filling the existing gaps. He presented several examples of SDS-WAS connections between
research and operational communities, and also mentioned emerging SDS-WAS research
issues related to limitations of current SDS knowledge (for example, interaction among dust
aerosol, radiation and clouds), need for advanced analysis methods (for example, data
assimilation in SDS forecasts and sub-seasonal to seasonal forecasting of SDS), source
attribution (e.g., attributing changes in dust sources to land mismanagement,
desertification and climate change) and application (e.g., better coordinating and
harmonizing the process of transferring dust observations and predictions to users in
aviation, solar energy, health, air quality, climate service communities). Alexander
introduced the application developed by the Regional Specialized Meteorological Centres on
Atmospheric Sand and Dust Forecast, which can be deployed on mobile devices to introduce
dust weather information anytime and anywhere in the world. Currently, it mainly displays
news events and service product information, including forecasts, observation and
verification. He also articulated the priorities of SDS-WAS for 2019–2020.
There are some issues discussed by SDS-WAS to be resolved, such as how to update new
source distributions in a timely manner, how to obtain the mineral composition of surface
soil in the source region to update and more accurately obtain dust emission flux and its
radiation properties, how to use lidar, ceilometer profiles for data assimilation, and how to
use PM data for the model validation.
SDS-WAS represents an example of product co-design between research and operational
centres, academia and the private sector. SDS-WAS contributes to the work of the MAP-AQ
and GAFIS initiatives and works towards transit from the operational SDS forecast to air
quality-visibility forecasts, which would reflect fog and haze in the concerned regions. SDSWAS could contribute to the seamless approach through closer links with the other groups
under research programmes.
SDS-WAS is working towards establishment of a new sub-node in West Asia to strengthen
contributing to innovation at the regional level. India is also invited to join in to improve the
forecast of SDS in South Asia. SDS-WAS will continue encouraging regional collaboration
through its three regional activity nodes (North African – European – Middle eastern; Asian;
Pan-American). The SSC strongly recommended the SDS-WAS community to contribute to
innovation at regional level by networking with regional research centres, projects and
organization of the training events.

6.5

Updates on the International Global Atmospheric Chemistry
(IGAC) Project

Jim Crawford, Chair of the IGAC Steering Committee, presented the work of IGAC remotely.
He stressed that IGAC could foster community, promote applications, provide intellectual
leadership and help build capacity in the area of atmospheric chemistry. IGAC performed a
scoping exercise looking at the ways research can support the SDGs. The related workshop
on interpreting SDGs through the lens of atmospheric chemistry promoted development of
applications that would bridge outside of the atmospheric chemistry community. Jim
stressed that in the past IGAC did not focus on societal applications. Tong Zhu will be
involved in the process from the SSC side.
IGAC is experiencing some challenges with implementation in Africa as the fundamental
atmospheric chemistry community is rather limited in the region. IGAC has established
fruitful collaboration with GAW in a number of activities, including joint work on improved airquality forecasting through the MAP-QA project and GAFIS initiative; ozone trend analysis in
the TOAR project; and collaboration on the Interdisciplinary Biomass Burning Initiative (IBBI).
The MAP-AQ office was established in Fudan University (China). MAP-AQ regional office was
working towards establishment of the regional WHO centre and that would be a good
foundation for regional coordination of air quality and health cooperation within the region.
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The SSC stressed that collaboration on air quality was very important as many countries
were lacking in both observations and forecasting capabilities. It would be strategically
important to communicate on air quality issues in common voice.

6.6

Updates on the international Commission on Atmospheric
Chemistry and Global Pollution (iCACGP)

Melita Keywood, the President of the iCACGP, presented updates from iCACGP. She
reminded the meeting that iCACGP focuses on research into the chemistry of the
atmosphere. It is one of the 10 commissions of the International Association of Meteorology
and Atmospheric Sciences (IAMAS), which is in turn part of the International Union of
Geodesy and Geophysics. The commission met in July 2019 in Montreal and performed a
visioning exercise on identifying a priority research area related to air pollution from local to
global scales, human health, climate change and ecosystem sustainability. The commission
discussed the collaboration with other international organizations that are either leading on,
or partly involved in, atmospheric chemistry research, including GAW, IGAC, the Surface
Ocean Lower Atmosphere Study (SOLAS), the Integrated Land Ecosystem Atmosphere
Processes Study (iLEAPS) and SPARC.
The Commission planned to meet before the IGAC conference in Manchester in September
2020. iCACGP also planned a session at IAMAS-International Association of Cryospheric
SciencesI-International Assocation for the Physical Sciences of the Ocean Joint Assembly
2021 to be held in Busan, South Korea 18–23 July 2021 and Quadrennial science meeting
with IGAC in 2022. iCACGP was working on a proposal to the Sustainability Research and
Innovation Congress 2020, May 2020, Brisbane in collaboration with GAW, IGAC, SOLAS
and iLEAPS. SSC member, Professor Tong Zhu, who is also a vice-president of iCACGP,
hosted a workshop on air quality and health in collaboration with GAW and IGAC that
focused on the fundamental atmospheric chemistry gaps that must be filled to understand
the relationship between air quality and health. A position statement on the role and
requirements of atmospheric chemistry in achieving SDGs is in preparation.
The SSC stressed that the SDG prospective considered by iCACGP is a good one on which to
build combined efforts. WMO programmes have established an organizational structure and
a new Research Board that is much more open to the participation of the broader scientific
community in WMO activities.

6.7

Updates on the Interdisciplinary Biomass Burning Initiative
(IBBI)

Melita Keywood made a presentation on IBBI. She reminded the meeting that biomass
burning changes the land surface drastically and leads to the release of large amounts of
trace gases and aerosol particles that play important roles in atmospheric chemistry and
climate. In addition, there is large uncertainty on how climate change will impact the
frequency, intensity, duration, and location of biomass burning events in the short and long
term, making their emissions a large source of uncertainty in future atmospheric
composition. Therefore, Melita stressed that biomass burning is a global issue that needs
international collaboration. IBBI is fostering international and interdisciplinary collaboration
of research activities dealing with vegetation fires and instigating new science-driven,
application-oriented interdisciplinary research.
Melita overviewed the past workshops and conferences, and upcoming activities of IBBI.
She highlighted the session on “Vegetation Fire and Smoke Pollution Warning and Advisory
System” (VFSP-WAS)/IBBI” that was organized at the seventh International Wildland Fire
Conference in October 2019 in Campo Grande, Brazil. A similar session was planned at the
Global Environmental Change section of the 2019 AGU Meeting. It would be a joint activity
of the Future Earth Analysis, Integration and Modelling of the Earth System (AIMES)
project, iLEAPS, the Global Carbon Project, and IBBI. “Numerical Wildfire 2020” in Cargèse,
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Corsica, France was planned in May 2020 jointly with the Centre National de la Recherche
Sciéntifique (CNRS), the University of Corsica Pasquale Paoli, and IBBI. “Fire Danger Rating
Applications in Indonesian Fire and Haze Management” would be held in July 2020 Jakarta,
Indonesia, which is a follow-up to the 2016 IBBI Jakarta workshop where fire danger rating
systems were identified as an important part of emissions reduction in Indonesia. IBBI
proposes to organize a 2020/21 workshop on peat fire emissions.
It was noted that US field campaigns should link the smoke plume properties to fire
characteristics. This research will bring benefits to the smoke modelling community. It was
also unclear how CAMS can relate to this work.
The SSC further discussed that there are a lot of commonalities between approaches for
biomass burning smoke forecasting and sand and dust storm forecasting and there are a
number of stations that could contribute to both systems with aerosol observations. The
SSC expressed hope that synergies will be further sought out between these two types of
forecasting systems.

6.8

Collaborative activities with the World Health Organization

Sophie Gummy from WHO made a presentation on implementation of the WMO–WHO
collaboration on health, environment and climate. She updated the meeting on the activities
of the Joint Office. WHO made a considerable contribution to the SDGs by promoting clean
energy and urban planning which can improve air quality and health outcomes. WHO is
building a closer collaboration with WMO because air pollution is well recognized as a health
threat, while the resources to address this threat have not been mobilized yet. She also
stressed that WMO should be formally involved in the pollution related SDGs.
She highlighted several collaborative activities. One example is a work on climate service.
In 2019, the NMHSs of 70 countries report engagement (n = 35) and providing (n = 35)
climate services to the health sector. She also appreciated the commitments taken by WMO
at the first WHO Global Conference on Air Pollution and Health to provide the scientific basis
for policy-making and evidence-based monitoring of pollution via enhancing observations
and communication, assessments and reports and tools to reduce risk via forecasts,
warning and advisory services (including integrated urban and health services). She
presented several examples of such collaboration, e.g., joint activities on the health impacts
of desert dust or provision of the UV index.
Increased collaboration on air quality forecasting will be important for the health sector as a
service user. She anticipated that such capabilities are very different in different regions. In
this respect she highly appreciated the efforts made with the PREFIA project and further
encouraged to focus effort on the places with high exposure, huge need and low capability.
For example, World Bank and UNEP invested a lot of money in African countries to establish
monitors/monitoring network. Collectively, everybody (WHO, WMO, UNEP, World Bank, etc.)
is interested in mitigation of air pollution but from different angles.
WHO was building a new Climate and Health Science Portal (2018-2020), which could
respond to user-identified needs and complement existing WMO and WHO online resources.
The SSC expects to play a more important role in co-design of this initiative and in
establishing the joint activities in the future. WHO and WMO should take a broad and longterm view to actively expand the mutually beneficial cooperation in various fields (air
quality, UV, desert dust, etc.).
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6.9

Group of Experts on Scientific Aspects of Marine Environmental
Protection (GESAMP)

Robert Duce updated the meeting on the work of Working Group 38 (WG 38) of the
GESAMP remotely. He reminded the meeting that WMO involvement with GESAMP goes
back to the 1970s. The assessment process is based on the peer-review process. WG 38
produced 26 scientific papers and one book, two more papers are submitted, three more
are in the writing process. An early paper produced by the WG 38 received more than 2 000
citations and it is among the highest cited papers. The focus of the group is to understand
the proportion of global nutrients that reach the oceans and evaluate the role of
atmospheric inputs of diverse chemicals relative to the other inputs. The group organized
two workshops to evaluate how the changing acid–base balance of the atmosphere and the
ocean impacts nutrients solubility and ocean fluxes of the non-CO2 gases.
The group is proposing a new workshop in 2020 on connection between science and ocean
management. Robert stressed that it is critical for managers and the user community to
understand the changing atmospheric input of chemicals to the ocean as it has direct impact
on their economic activity. The initial focus of the workshop will be on the areas downwind
of South Africa. The earlier studies demonstrated a substantial input of nitrogen and iron
from the area of biomass burning and some industrial activities and they impact the
productivity of the different part of the Indian Ocean. The idea is to bring the scientist and
the managers together to see the potential implications of these fluxes.
The SSC noted that this proposed workshop is relevant to multiple groups in GAW and
collaboration should be established with the expert working in GAW on biomass burning and
deposition. It was recommended that the Chair of the SAG-TAD follows up on the potential
collaboration with the WG 38.

7.
7.1

Organization of GAW activities under the Research Board
GAW IP and alignment with the reform

A substantial part of the meeting was dedicated to the revision on the organization of work
in the GAW Programme and its alignment with the WMO Constituent Bodies Reform. As an
initial step the relevance of the action items from the GAW IP 2016–2023 was verified by
the meeting participants. The comments that will be included in the revised version of the
plan are summarized in Annex 4.
The discussion was led by Greg Carmichael on the revision of the GAW sub-structures. He
reminded the meeting that the revision should take into consideration the new WMO
strategic plan and its strategic objectives for which the Research Board is responsible. He
also noted that there is confusion in the GAW community about the big picture and how
different parts of the organization have to interact with each other. It is important to realize
that WMO reform is not dictating the forced changes in the programme but rather creates
opportunity for better integration of different elements. He re-emphasized that the SSC and
the leaders of the different GAW groups should map the activities and see where the
opportunities for better internal organization are and for gaining efficiency. In view of the
update organization the current IP should be revised. The SSC has to take into
consideration the pros and cons as well as the middle- to long-term consequences of
keeping the current structure. Greg stressed that several SAGs already expressed a will for
closer collaboration and plan joint meetings to discuss cross-cutting issues. The SSC also
noted that keeping GAW activities compartmental may become a limiting factor for the
programme development.
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SAG Chairs expressed concern that separating infrastructure and services elements into
separate groups may lead to the duplication of the work which is currently addressed by
SAGs and create a discontent between the groups. At the same time SAG Chairs agreed
that compartmentalization of the GAW activities requires revision. This also limits the
opportunities for the improved connection with the other research programmes (WWRP and
WCRP) that also reside under the Research Board.
Greg proposed the following steps for the alignment of the programme with the new
organization of WMO keeping in mind that different Earth system elements and a policy role
should be also addressed according to WMO strategic objectives:
(1)

Map GAW structure;

(2)

Identify gaps;

(3)

Propose a new structure that would address the identifies gaps;

(4)

Develop next IP based on the new structure, while continuing to deliver on the current
revised IP and gradual transition of the current structures to the new structures.

Greg reminded the meeting that further discussions on the development of the revised and
new GAW organizational elements should take place in the view of the outcomes of the
Research Board meeting that was planned for April 2020. This would also require revision of
the SAGs and Expert Teams ToRs to ensure that all groups are complementary and that
opportunities are created for engagement with the other research programmes and TCs.
The SSC agreed that GAW structures should not be a subject to dramatic changes at this
point as the community has to deliver on the current IP, though for the next financial period
the organizational elements can be completely revised.
The group worked jointly on the initial revision of the current ToRs. The SSC will work on
further refinement of ToRs for the consideration by the Research Board.
The SSC highlighted several other elements that have to be taken into consideration when
revising the work of the programme. The WMO strategic plan is the guiding document. The
other important part of the work is the engagement with the Regional Associations and four
thematic coordination panels established under the Executive Council (Ocean, Climate,
Hydrology, Cryosphere). Interfaces with the TCs probably would be the most efficient at the
level of thematic standing committees (where GAW works on the same topic but from the
atmospheric chemical composition perspective). He noted that several groups under
INFCOM were identified for potential connection.
The SSC agreed that organization for GAW for continued delivery on the IP can be along the
value chain as depicted on the diagram below (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Proposed grouping of the GAW subsidiary bodies under EPAC SSC

7.2

Infrastructure-related activities in GAW

The SSC noted that to created interfaces with INFCOM the activities related to QA and QC
should be first harmonized and centralized in GAW as building interface between TCs and
individual SAGs is not an efficient mechanism. In view of the above the SSC Chair
approached Dr Herman Smit who led the QA/QC session at the GAW Symposium 2017 and
asked him to prepare a proposal for such a QA/QC-Standardization and Evaluation Group.
Herman Smit presented his proposal to the meeting. Herman has an extensive experience
with QA/AC procedures as a former member of the SAG Ozone-UV and a manager of one of
the GAW Central Facilities. The mission of the new group that would to bridge the QA/QC
efforts in the different observation networks and GAW focal areas through standardization
and harmonization of common QA/QC components and monitoring the evaluation of QA/QC
of the measurements done in the different observation networks and across GAW focal
areas. Such a group would be comprised of representatives of the observation network in
different focal areas and experts on QA/QC of observations and metrology. The objective of
the group would be to establish procedures for regular evaluation and documentation of the
quality of the GAW measurements and their harmonization through:
•

Development and testing/evaluation of a harmonized QA/QC – concept based on
the largest possible uniformity among the different observing systems;

•

Development and testing/evaluation of QA/QC procedures and their traceability
(link to Metrology);

•

Development and testing/evaluation tools to evaluate the different GAW
measurements on internal and external consistency;

•

Essentially thereby is to obtain a full documentation of the standard operating
procedures and QC procedures for each instrument, making the measured data
transparently traceable to established standards.

The goal thereby should be that these procedures will be established as an essential
component of the QA/QC plan of GAW.
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The proposal was followed by an intensive discussion. Several meeting participants noted
the diversity of the observational parameters and methods included in GAW. They also
stressed that at the moment, the majority of the QA/QC procedures are included in the
work of the SAGs and if such a QA/QC group is established it should not perform its
activities independently of the SAGs. It was also stressed that science/the scientific
questions define the requirements to observational data, hence the integrity with science
must be maintained. It was also noted that in some cases the QA/QC procedures are
implemented by the station’s principal investigators though in the other cases the central
services are established by the networks, such as for e.g., in the case of ICOS. Several SAG
chairs also stressed that it is a function of GAW SAGs to oversee the observations and the
whole function of the GAW Programme is to make high-quality measurements while the
other actors such as SPARC and IGAC can address more fundamental scientific questions.
They also noted that such infrastructure-related questions such as an observational network
design represents a fundamental scientific question. It was proposed that a QA/QC group
could be responsible for the related capacity-building, evaluation of status of data provision
and support of NRT implementation.
Oksana Tarasova from WMO Secretariat reminded the meeting that the objective of the
group is to coordinate QA/QC activity, while the implementation would require involvement
of all the groups in the programme and GAW community at large. Herman Smit further
commented that despite the diversity of the networks and their specific issues, the QA/QC
protocols and templates can be harmonized as they provide general principles related to
QA/QC implementation. Greg Carmichael supports the idea that SAGs have to provide
general guidance on QA/QC aspects, but the technical aspects can probably be handled by
the infrastructure group. Meeting participants further required clarifications on the role of
the proposed group vs data management, and it was agreed that the task can be further
clarified in consultation with the ET-WDC.
The SSC took the following decisions:

7.3

•

Endorsed the new Expert Team on the Atmospheric Composition Measurements
Quality;

•

Changed the name of ET-WDC to Expert Team on the Atmospheric Composition
Data Management;

•

Changed the name of TTon RRR to Expert Team on the Atmospheric Composition
Network Design and Evolution.

Service-related activities in GAW

On the services side, four elements were identified in the structures of GAW, namely IG3IS,
GAFIS, MMF-GTAD and urban services. The three new initiatives are rooted in GAW, while
the support to the urban services from the research side is provided by SAG GURME. The
SSC decided that the coordination groups of these activities should be called “steering
committees”. The SSC will identify the process on how these steering committees should be
filled.
The SSC further discussed the ways to ensure coordination between science-for-service
initiatives and the SAGs and Expert Teams. SAG chairs also reminded the meeting that
initiatives should have concrete IPs and deliverables. Probably the initiatives should be also
of limited duration. It was stressed that science-for-services initiatives should be
operationally and user-oriented and have a connection with the TC for services. It is
expected that the Technical Coordination Committee that includes the Chair of the Research
Board and the presidents of the TCs will discuss the connection between GAW groups
working on development of the new environmental services and regulated services under
SERCOM responsibility.
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Greg Carmichael further stressed that another area of services that is being established by
WMO is integrated health services. GAW supports several activities that are relevant to
health and already included in the joint WMO-WHO workplan. In this, the SSC also relies on
the Research Board that has the role of connecting with the other relevant bodies in WMO.

7.4

Role of the Scientific Advisory Groups

The SSC requested that each SAG considers internal reorganization to meet the strategic
objectives of the programme and WMO in general. Attention should be paid to establishing
proper connection with the infrastructure- and services-related groups and the collaborating
activities between the SAGs on the issues of cross-cutting. In the future the organization of
SAGs could be further simplified. Several SAGs have already initiated integration on crosscutting issues by organizing joint meetings, but the situation of SAGs is different from one
to another. The SSC requested SAG chairs to identify the areas where they need to be
working together and propose the way for collaboration to the SSC.
Initial discussion allowed the identification of supervision of content of training materials
and general capacity development as a cross-cutting activity. The SSC further came up with
several areas for cross-cutting collaboration, including urban heat islands, high-impact
weather, air pollution (GURME, GAFIS, SAG-Apps, IG3IS applied to black carbon), aerosols
(SAG-Aerosols and GHG SAG), etc. Interoperability of Data Centres and support to the
integrated health services are two more topics where the SAGs should interact.
The organization described above is summarized in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Detailed grouping of the GAW subsidiary bodies under EPAC SSC
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7.5

Vision for the future organization of GAW

The meeting participants agreed that GAW had been quite successful for the last 30 years due
to the community dedications to high-quality observations. The GAW experience was
enlightening for the other parts of WMO, Commission on Instruments and Methods of
Observation (CIMO) in particular. The new mandate of the organization focused on a value
chain will lead to a deviation of the programme from “what it is good at” into a different area.
At the same time the new focus of the organization creates an opportunity to focus on broad
problematic issues we are trying to solve. The focus on broad problems we try to resolve (e.g.,
air quality, nitrogen cycle, climate) would allow to draw expertise across the parameter specific
groups and domains. Hence it was proposed to identify the challenges that must be tackled by
the programmes and the way it can be done. Maybe we can move beyond watching how the
atmosphere evolves.
For the potential future organization, Vincent-Henri Peuch came with the following simplified
map (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Potential future organization of GAW activities
The meeting participants considered the proposal interesting. The potential changes can be in
changing of air quality to air chemistry. The proposal may need further reflection on the
purposes of the network design (e.g., identification of the targeted application). It was further
noted that further thinking is required for the identification of the grand challenges as many
can be selected. In the current parameter-oriented organization of GAW many things worked
quite well although the current level of interaction between SAGs does not allow the
identification of where these grand challenges lie. These maybe on societal impact, aerosol,
climate – composition interactions, extreme events, ecosystems and climate, short-lived
climate pollutants. SAGs should also not forget about the application areas which GAW is
responsible for and they have to map the proposed grand challenges vs those application
areas. Moreover, atmospheric composition matters also for the other WMO application areas.
There is something needed in between for common issues. The new structure should be
developed considering the mandates of the other programmes at WMO and IGAC and the
activities in GAW must be streamlined around the unique GAW mandate.
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The SSC stressed that the role of GAW is in connecting research activities and services,
support to conventions, among other activities. Many of the atmospheric chemistry community
want to see more connection between what they are doing and the societal impacts and WMO
could facilitate the flow of basic research into the operations.
It was noted that whatever structure is decided, it should help in filling the existing gaps in the
programme, including the gaps in observing system. Maybe one way is to shine more light on
the value of it. Clear identification of requirements can also help in improvement of the
observational networks. The SSC left this future organization proposal for further reflection.
The immediate activities will focus on the structure presented in Figure 2, standing up the new
steering committees and expert teams, modifying all the ToRs, and building the interfaces with
the new Service and Infrastructure Commissions.
Decision: The SSC adopted revised ToRs as in Annex 7 by correspondence.

8.

Outreach, capacity development and resource mobilization
strategy

Claudia Volosciuk from WMO Secretariat updated the meeting on the outreach and capacitydevelopment activities in GAW. She explained the process of the WMO website migration to
the new platform, which will be continuously updated and expanded. She introduced the new
features, functions and structures. The work is still in progress in updating the GAW
Programme and related projects web pages on the public website. Atmospheric composition
forecasts will be available soon from landing page. The SSC raised the question of the
possibility of linking OSCAR/GAWSIS to the GAW website, but the technicalities of this
connection should be evaluated first. GAW Facebook page has 1 700 followers. Much news
from the GAW community is shared through the GAW Facebook page.
GAW publications represent an important part of the outreach efforts. In 2019, SDS Bulletin
2019 was published; GHG Bulletin would be published ahead of COP25 in December; RG and
Aerosol Bulletins on wildfires are in preparation. The updates from the programme are shared
through the regular newsletter e-zine, GAW contributes to the WMO web news, WMO social
media, Meteoworld, WMO Bulletin (three articles in next issue), inter alia. Three animations on
environmental hazards were produced during the year.
GAW community continued with the established capacity development mechanisms, including
trainings, workshops and development of a strategy to further engage Young Scientists (YS)
within GAW working closely with WWRP and WCRP. It was stressed that more than 400 people
from 76 countries were trained in 37 sessions of the GAW Training and Education Centre
(GAWTEC). The next funding cycle for GAWTEC is starting now. GAW made great efforts to
support the training courses and workshops on Seamless Prediction of Air Pollution in Africa,
and made contributions to the first YESS-Pan-African University, Institute of Water and Energy
Sciences (PAUWES) webinar series on Sustainable Development in Africa. GAW identifies
synergies and pursues possible collaborations with other organizations and programmes (e.g.,
UNEP, WHO) to exploit all possible training possibilities.
The SSC discussed that content of GAWTEC courses at some point should be reviewed due to
high operational costs. As the GAW Programme is evolving in the direction of science-forservices, it would be useful to utilize the capacity of the training centre more broadly than just
training on measurement techniques (more data analysis and the possibility to reach out to
attendants). It is also suggested that the programme should allow attendees to become
certified for next level of operations in order for them be able to support stations at a higher
level. The SSC encouraged more active engagement of young scientists in innovation and
cooperation activities.
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The SSC further discussed the financial aspects of the GAW activities. For this agenda item,
Pavel Kabat from WMO Secretariat described the 4-year cycle for the regular budget and the
need to utilize the whole allotment by the end of the financial period. He explained that in the
next financial period there is a plan to assign budget to a new activity of the Chief Scientist.
There will be science talks organized and contributions from GAW would be expected and
science updates are planned to be produced every 2-3 months. The general principles for the
budget for the next financial period are agreed. There are opportunities for additional projects
(for the countries, money for the ‘innovative pilot projects’), and the countries funded
voluntary contribution. Agencies do not like to put funding on “uncontrolled coordination”.
Markku Kulmala stressed that in his opinion money is not a problem for the programme, but
there is a problem with the people. He strongly recommended to improve communications with
the high-level funding agencies. WMO should clearly communicate the priorities and guide
country policies on their investments. Capacity development and training should be among the
priorities to support the future infrastructure.

9.

Setting up priorities

Under this agenda item, the SSC reflected on the discussion that took place during the
meeting. The SSC looked at the most critical activities where the impact can be maximized.
The SSC highlighted that science-for-services activities have a very high-impact potential and
should be further promoted. The SSC also considered the activities on the evaluation of lowcost sensors as a high priority one. Collaborative activities with MAP-AQ on Africa are also
important as they provide opportunities for improved collaboration with WWRP and WCRP and
connection with the health sector. There is a need to address innovations in observing systems
that can serve research and support services.
The SSC summarized the ways to internally organize activities within GAW to mimic the
proposed structure of the WMO constituent bodies as follows: research infrastructure (stations
and network matters, QA/QC, data management), services (support of conventions via
analysis, support of air quality forecasting and climate services, urban services) and research
(process studies, data assimilation, development of the new instruments and so forth). It was
also recognized that communities working on infrastructure aspects are very fragmented and
they would benefit from better integration. The SAGs can assist in identification of the research
priorities and these priorities should be linked to the potential funding sources.
The list of the decisions and action items from the session was discussed and it is summarized
in Annex 5.

10.

Internal SSC business

The SSC discussed the organization of work in the SSC and the membership. The SSC noted
that current membership is not enough to cover the diverse aspects of the GAW Programme.
Several members of the SSC have extremely high workloads and can dedicate only very
limited time to the GAW leadership. The meeting discussed the potential candidates for joining
the SSC who could bring energy and “free hands” to support GAW implementation. It was also
noted that a quarterly call with the SSC and SAG/ET Chairs would help to run the programme
more smoothly. The SSC noted a need for gender and geographic balance and for involvement
of the operational community on the GAW leadership.
The SSC decided that next meeting should be organized the week of 9 November 2020.
The Chair of the SSC thanked participants for the productive discussions and closed the
meeting at 12:00 on 14 November 2019.
____________
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Annex 1
WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
COMMISSION FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
(CAS)
Sixth Session of the Scientific Steering Committee
(SSC) on Environmental Pollution and Atmospheric
Chemistry (EPAC)

CAS/GAW/SSC6/DOC1.0
(7 November 2019)
Item: 1.0

Geneva, Switzerland, 11-14 November 2019

AGENDA
Date/Time: Monday to Thursday, 11-14 November 2019
Location:
WMO, 7bis, avenue de la Paix, Geneva, Switzerland, room C2
BlueJeans connection: https://bluejeans.com/879509368/8350

SCHEDULE
Monday, 11 November
8:30 – 9:00

Registration

9:00 – 9:15

Opening and welcome (Greg Carmichael, Oksana Tarasova)

9:15 – 9:25

Adoption of the agenda, adoption of the report from the previous session
(Greg Carmichael)

9:25 – 10:30

Progress with the action items from the previous meeting (Greg
Carmichael, SSC members)

10:30 – 11:00

Break

11:00 – 12:00

Status reports of the SAGs and ET-WDS (including ToRs)
-

SAG Ozone-UV (ozone CCL) (Craig Sinclair, Matt Tully, remotely)
SAG Aerosol (Paolo Laj)

12:00 – 12:30

Working Group on Numerical Experimentation (Keith Williams, remotely)

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 – 15:30

Status reports of the SAGs and ET-WDS
-

SAG GHG (Alex Vermeulen)
SAG-TAD (Ariel Stein)
ET-WDC (including NRT data strategy) (Joerg Klausen)

15:30 – 16:00

Break

16:00 – 16:30

SAG GURME (Véronique Bouchet, Ranjeet Sokhi)
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16:30 – 17:10

Updates on:
-

SDS-WAS (Alexander Baklanov)
BB activities (IBBI) (Melita Keywood)

17:10 – 18:00

Outreach strategy (Melita Keywood, Claudia Volosciuk)
- Capacity development and training
- Country profile database

18:00

Adjournment

Tuesday, 12 November
8:30 – 9:00

Reminder of the content/elements of the GAW IP 2018–2023, action
items (Greg Carmichael, Oksana Tarasova)

9:00 – 9:30

Presentation of the Task Team on RRR (Richard Eckman)

9:30 – 10:00

Report of SAG-RG/connection with TOAR (Lucy Carpenter, remotely)

10:00 – 10:20

WMO reform and New Strategic Plan (DSG)
Role of Research Board, ToRs, main responsibilities and membership
(Greg Carmichael)

10:20 – 10:50

Break

10:50 – 11:00

Welcome from the new Department Director (Jürg Luterbacher, remotely)

11:00 – 11:30

Report of SAG-Apps (Vincent-Henri Peuch, Frank Dentener)

11:30 – 12:30

Introduction of the science-for-services projects and presentation of the
concept notes or status report (IG3IS and MMF) (Phil DeCola, Maria
Kanakidou)

12:30 – 13:30

Lunch

13:30 – 14:00

Introduction of the science-for-services projects and presentation of the
concept notes or status report (Air Quality) (Johannes Flemming,
remotely)

14:00 – 14:15

Update on GESAMP (Bob Duce, remotely)

14:15 – 14:45

ToR of the Technical Commissions (INF, SERV) (Secretariat (Etienne, Lars
Peter, Cyrille on behalf of INF and SERV Presidents))

14:45 – 15:00

Interactions of Research Board with the other Technical Commissions,
and priority activities (Sarah Jones, Greg Carmichael)

15:00 – 15:30

Break

15:30 – 17:30

Cooperation (20 min each):
- WWRP (Sarah Jones)
- WCRP (Detlev Stammer)
- iGAC (Jim Crawford, remotely)
- iCACGP (including joint session in Brisbane) (Melita Keywood)
- WHO (Sophie Gummy)
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17:30 – 18:00

Organization of GAW (full day discussion on Wednesday) including: (All)
- Revision/establishment of ToR of SAGs, ETs, Science Teams
- Appointment of chairs
- Approval of membership
- Engagement of the new groups with the TCs
- Engagement with the other research programmes

18:00

Adjournment

Wednesday, 13 November
9:00 – 12:30

Organization of GAW (full day discussion) including: (All)
- Revision/establishment of ToR of SAGs, ETs, Science Teams
- Appointment of chairs
- Approval of membership
- Engagement of the new groups with the TCs
- Engagement with the other research programmes

12:30 – 13:30

Lunch

13:00 – 15:00

Organization of GAW (full day discussion) including: (All)
- Revision/establishment of ToR of SAGs, ETs, Science Teams
- Appointment of chairs
- Approval of membership
- Engagement of the new groups with the TCs
- Engagement with the other research programmes

15:00 – 15:30

Break

15:30 – 16:30

Organization of GAW (full day discussion) including: (All)
- Revision/establishment of ToR of SAGs, ETs, Science Teams
- Appointment of chairs
- Approval of membership
- Engagement of the new groups with the TCs
- Engagement with the other research programmes

16:30 – 17:00

GAW Data Policy (Joerg Klausen, Vincent-Henri Peuch)

17:00 – 18:00

GAW Priority for next financial period (Greg Carmichael)

Thursday, 14 November
9:00 – 9:30

Planning of activities for 2020 (Greg Carmichael)

9:30 – 10:00

SSC membership and assignments of responsibilities (Greg Carmichael)

10:00 – 12:00

Remaining open issues

12:00

Closure of the meeting
__________
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Annex 2

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
Face-to-face meeting
Greg Carmichael

United States

Melita Keywood

Australia

Jacobus Johannes Pienaar

South Africa

Markku Kulmala

Finland

Marcos F. Andrade

Plurinational State of Bolivia

Tong Zhu

China

Paolo Laj

France

Véronique Bouchet

Canada

Ranjeet Sokhi

United Kingdom

Alex Vermuelen

Sweden

Ariel Stein

United States

Richard Eckman

United States

Herman Smith

Germany

Phil DeCola

United States

Jörg Klausen

Switzerland

Maria Kanakidou

Greece

Vincent-Henri Peuch

ECMWF

Frank Dentener

JRC of European Commission

Sarah Jones

WWRP

Sophie Gummy

WHO

By telecon
Matt Tully

Australia

Craig Sinclair

Australia

Lucy Carpentier

United Kingdom

Johannes Flemming

ECMWF

Robert Duce

GESAMP WG 38, United States

Jim Crawford

United States

Keith Williams

WGNE, United Kingdom

WMO Secretariat:
Elena Manaenkova, Pavel Kabat, Jürg Luterbacher (by telecon), Lars Peter Riishojgaard,
Oksana Tarasova, Etienne Charpentier, Cyrille Honoré, Alexander Baklanov, Lorenzo Labrador,
Stoyka Netcheva, Claudia Volosciuk, Mario Peiro Espi, Lu Ren
______________
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Annex 3

ACTION ITEMS FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING
1.

Ongoing activities that require attention/support of SSC and long-term
actions

OA-1.5
Develop a strategy to promote GAW under the new research structure at WMO,
with the three layers: 1) basic research supporting science needed to ultimately improve
predictability; 2) R2Services; 3) Operations (Greg Carmichael, SSC members and Secretariat).
Status: initial mapping was done by SSC and this meeting will continue potential connections
with the new organization of WMO.
OA-2.5
Continue discussion with GCOS in involvement of GAW and in establishing the
measurement requirements for the ECVs (Pavel Kabat, SSC).
Status: GCOS itself is being revised, it is important to keep connection (Paolo Laj represents
GAW in GCOS AOPC).
OA-3.5
Develop priorities for expanding the observing systems and networks; design pilot
project(s) that demonstrate aspects that link reference stations, with other networks and lowcost sensors, to support multiple research and service activities, including exposure, groundtruthing satellites, source apportionment (Markku Kulmala, first proposal by next SSC physical
meeting).
Status: little progress was made here.
OA-4.5
Develop a plan around radiative forcing and short-lived climate pollutants (SLCP)
within GAW and with partners (Related to AI-21.4).
Status: the initial conversation took place between SSC members and SPARC and WCRP, SAG
Aerosol considers this topic as well.
OA-5.5
Expand aerosol activities within WGNE (Karla Longo), related AI-12.1, AI-6.2, AI18.3, AI-20.1.
Status: WGNE continues to work on aerosol experiments and look on the improved weather
prediction (Keith will update as well), ECMWF only looked at the role of aerosols assimilation in
their plan.
OA-6.5
Develop skill scores and benchmarks for atmospheric composition forecasts and
predictions (Apps and GURME SAGs).
Status: no progress, the action is open.
OA-7.5
SAGs).

Develop better strategies/ organization of the work across SAGs and WGs (SSC,

Status: the discussion will take place at this meeting and in follow-up discussion related to
revised ToRs.
OA-8.5
Design an AQ-health-climate research project, co-designed with WHO, and others
(Greg Carmichael, Tong Zhu).
Status: the concept is developed for air quality; new study group on integrated health services
could be a mechanism but the implementation is not clear. Tong Zhu informed about creation
of the Beijing forum on health (first one) that invited top scientists to present. Collaboration
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with WHO through the joint workplan will be further revised at the planned consultations (in
January 2020).
OA-9.5
Develop a plan for establishing GAW/WMO as the technical leader in improving AQ
forecast, predictions and services worldwide at all scales (and including GHGs, SDS) – include
a summit meeting (Greg Carmichael, Guy Brasseur, GURME and APPs Chairs, Secretariat
MAP-AQ steering committee meeting May 2019).
Status: the same as above.
OA-10.5 Design an interagency/organization study focused around the pledges at the AQhealth summit – Reduce deaths due to air pollution by 2/3rds by 2030. (Secretariat, SSC,
Tong, K. Smith, establish a strategy to do ½)
•
•
•
•
•

WMO/GAW: AQ forecast, reanalysis, obs and infrastructure
WHO: GBD
UN-E: co-benefits, scenarios
HABITAT: sustainable cities
IGAC/SPARC: potential collaboration activities

Status: discussion on cross-programme priorities will be discussed within Research Board,
IGAC is involved with MAP-AQ and GAFIS, the opportunities to connect mentioned groups can
be realized at the conference in Brisbane where they can discuss during the joint session a
connection between air quality and SDGs.
A-11.5 Continue discussions with IGAC and SPARC (Greg Carmichael, Secretariat, Melita
Keywood, Tong Zhu); related to AI-10.4.
Status: the same as above.
OA-12.5

Continue discussions with WWRP, WCRP (Greg Carmichael, Secretariat).

Status: the initial discussion took place at the meeting of the core group of the Research Board
in October in Argentina, some initial priorities were identified.
OA-13.5

Establish pilot project within GDPFS.

Status: we promote Africa activities related to air quality modelling as a potential project for
GDPFS, three cross-cutting “science-for-services” initiatives also can be promoted, SDS is
already included as a pilot.
OA-14.5 Hold a retreat to develop joint AQ-health and aerosols and weather/climate
research plans (Pavel Kabat), related to AI-12.1, AI-18.3, AI-20.1.
Status: no progress, high-level discussions are needed.
OA-15.5

Continue development of urban r2O services.

Status: two volumes of the guidance on integrated urban services were prepared, vol.1 is
published, and vol.2 was approved by the Executive Council this year but it required some
editorial work. Air quality forecasting training material was also developed and submitted for
publication by the training department of WMO.
OA-16.5 Develop resource mobilization plan including training needs (Markku Kulmala,
Secretariat, by ¾), related to AI-28.3, AI-5.3.
Status: still in initial phase, needs are training are also increasing.
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2.

Short-term action items

Action
Item
Number

Content

Responsible

Deadline

Relation to the
action item of
the pervious
SSC meeting
(AI-XX.1,
AI-XX.2 and
AI-XX.3)

Open/closed

AI-1.5

Propose new SSC
members and revise
SAG membership

Greg Carmichael,
SSC members
and Secretariat

¼ 2019

AI-2.5

Develop a schedule for
rotating SSC members

Greg Carmichael

End 2018

AI-3.5

Organize interactions of
various SAGs around
the Model/Measurement
fusion; MAP-AQ; WHO
Platform and GURME
and App meetings in
late Feb/early March

Secretariat

AI-4.5

Plan GAW outreach
activities for the 2019
Congress

Secretariat with
inputs from SSC

¼ 2019

AI-5.5

SSC to act on the NRT
data management
strategy conf call

Joerg Klausen to
present the plan

Document
to be
circulated
before SSC
call where
this is an
agenda
item

Related to AI9.4

ET-WDC
membership was
updated, among
the active
members (mainly
ex-officio) there
are many very
busy people, so it
is difficult to move
forward

AI-6.5

Establish an ad hoc
group (via telecom) to
review the need for the
ET-WDC; consider
reconstituting ToRs and
membership; and of
data centres in general
given the current and
emerging landscapes
and resolve datasharing issues (develop
ToR and plans) for
managing data updates

Joerg Klausen
with
representatives
from IG3IS,
GURME, APPS,
Marcos

1 quart
2019

Related to AI9.4

The same as
above

1

Follow up on
AI-17.4

Open

Open
Related to AI14.4

MMF workplan
advanced at Feb
2019 working
meeting.
Concept papers
were developed,
SAGs involvement
will be discussed
at the SSC
meeting
Letter on GAW
was sent to
members,
animation1 were
produced and both
was organized

Air pollution and health: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZhH-Cvpnas&t=1s;
sand and dust storms: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VwnONbc1gc&t=10s;
biomass burning: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfJsedQlio0&t=6s.
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Action
Item
Number

AI-7.5

Content

Transition RRR
leadership and develop
new work plan

Responsible

Deadline

Secretariat

¼

Relation to the
action item of
the pervious
SSC meeting
(AI-XX.1,
AI-XX.2 and
AI-XX.3)

Open/closed

Follow up on AI16.2, AI-11.3, AI8.4

Richard Eckman
agreed to take
over
The committee
had a couple of
telecons

AI-8.5

SSC support outreach –
Year of AQ; GAW@30,
Pavel’s research
highlights and seminars

Secretariat, SSC,
SAG Chairs

¼

AI-19.1; AI23.2; AI16.3iii

We had Union
Symposium at
EGU 2019 and
several splinter
sessions

AI-9.5

Develop ToR, goals and
timeline for the UV-O3
transition

Secretariat, cochairs of the SAG
Ozone-UV

¼

Follow up on
AI-5.2, AI-3.4

Will be discussed
at this meeting

AI-10.5

Map the GAW current
elements to different
organization structures

Greg Carmichael,
Secretariat, Paolo Laj

¼ start
discussions

Follow up on
AI-4.4

Closed

AI-11.5

Request emerging
issues from all SAGs
and WGs

Secretariat, Greg
Carmichael

2/3

This was used to
shape agenda of
current meeting

AI-12.5

Organize the US and
2019 EGU

Secretariat,
Marcos Andrade

End 2018

Closed

AI-13.5

Request the word/tab
environment be added
on the main public
WMO website

SSC

End 2018

Done
(public.wmo.int)
Migrated

AI-14.5

Review requirements
for local stations

Marcos Andrade,
Secretariat

¼

Needs to be done

AI-15.5

Hold splinter meetings
(e.g., MAP-AQ) at EGU
2019

Kobus Pienaar,
Secretariat

¼

Done
We had even a
meeting in WMO
in conjunction
with SAG-Apps
meeting
JPO will be in
WMO to support
Air Quality
activities, plus
MAP-AQ office was
established in
Fudan University,
air quality
modelling training
was conducted in
Nairobi in October
2019
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Annex 4

REVISION OF THE ACTION ITEMS FROM
THE GAW IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR 2016-2023
Actions in
Implementation Plan

Related
actions

Comments

A-O-1. Support continued operations, the
development of measurement programmes and
data sharing at existing GAW observatories that
have a solid record of achievement

Implementation
ongoing

A-O-2. Make further efforts to fill gaps in global
coverage of surface observations, particularly in
data-poor regions like the tropics, climate and
pollution-sensitive regions like the Arctic (in
collaboration with WWRP Polar Prediction
Project), while adapting to regional needs and
seeking ways to minimize the limitations
(instrumental and human resources)

Implementation
ongoing

A-O-3. Investigate and develop new emerging
measurement techniques and non-conventional
measurement methods and the potential role
these observations can play in GAW in
coordination with the WMO Commission on
Instruments and Methods of Observations
(CIMO)

A-QA-7
A-DM-7

Implementation
ongoing

A-O-4. Enhance efforts to expand and
strengthen partnerships with contributing
networks, through development of statements
and strategies to articulate the mutual benefits
for the collaboration and streamline processes of
data reporting and exchange of QA standards
and metadata

Implementation
ongoing

A-O-5. Bridge spatial scales, in particular with
respect to observations of air quality relevant
gases and aerosols. This involves collaboration
with national and regional environmental
protection agencies and the development of
harmonized metadata and data exchange and
quality information. Establish local stations to
enable and enhance research and services in
areas impacted by nearby emission sources (e.g.
urban environments)

Implementation
ongoing

A-O-6. Further develop GAW into a threedimensional global atmospheric chemistry
measurement network through the integration of
existing and stipulation of new surface-based,
balloon-borne, aircraft, satellite and other remote
sensing observations

Implementation
ongoing

A-O-7. Enhance satellite observations as an
integral part of the observing system. Work with
WMO Members involved in the operation of
satellites to take into consideration needs for the
observations of atmospheric composition

Implementation
ongoing
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Actions in
Implementation Plan

Related
actions

Comments

variables and share observational data with
minimal delays as formulated through the user
requirements in the RRR process
A-O-8. Support the development of technical
capacity to deliver Near-Real-Time (NRT) data
and improve their accuracy through establishing
standards and best practices, sharing
experiences, and training

A-DM-7

Implementation
ongoing

A-O-9. Evolve the global atmospheric
composition observing system in support of WMO
application areas through the implementation of
WIGOS and the RRR process

Implementation
ongoing

A-O-10. Continue efforts on establishment of
observations and applications for water vapour
as a cross-cutting activity in collaboration with
other programmes

Task have to be
discontinued due to lack
of recourses

A-QA-1. Standardize as much as possible DQOs
and measurement methods and procedures for
the primary GAW variables (see Box 7.1 (A))

Implementation
ongoing

A-QA-2. Improve the quality of measurements
through adjustments of methodologies, taking
into consideration advancements in instrument
development and calibration, and improvement
of retrieval algorithms and better sharing of the
metadata related to instruments calibration

Implementation ongoing

A-AQ-3. Encourage the continuous operation of
the existing GAW central facilities and
establishment of the new ones

A-AQ-2
A-AQ-4
A-AQ-6

Implementation ongoing

A-AQ-4. Develop homogenized guidelines for the
operation and calibration of instruments.
Increase the value and integrity of data through
thorough analysis and documentation of
uncertainties of all individual measurements and
provision of detailed metadata

Implementation ongoing

A-QA-5. Adopt and use internationally accepted
methods and vocabulary to quantify the
uncertainty in measurements [ISO, 1995; 2003;
2004]. To promote the use of common
terminology, a web-based glossary was
developed and is updated regularly

Implementation ongoing

A-QA-6. Continue supporting the operation,
maintenance and calibration of instruments,
particularly in developing countries. The
continuity of instrument calibrations is an
important aspect of QA/QC and the GAW
Programme has made important contributions
through the establishment of WCCs, RCCs and by
encouraging intercomparisons following
standardized procedures. These helped to
improve data quality, homogenizing data from
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Actions in
Implementation Plan

Related
actions

Comments

different stations and networks. The cost of
calibrations is a significant challenge, mainly in
developing countries, that needs attention and
creative solutions
A-QA-7. Exploit synergies originating from the
use of different instruments to fill data gaps, but
always ensure full consistency of the data series.
Completeness of data series is important for
many applications, mainly for the determination
of trends

A-O-3

The task has to be
revised in the revised
version of the IP to be
more specific

A-QA-8. Develop and implement methods for
ensuring the traceability of remote sensing
equipment, both ground- and satellite-based, to
the WMO primary standard

Implementation ongoing

A-DM-1. Establish and implement a federated
data management infrastructure including GAW
Data Centres, data centres of contributing
networks, and GAWSIS that enables
interoperable data discovery and access
mechanisms

This task has to be
revised in consultation
with the ET on
Atmospheric
Composition Data
Management

A-DM-2. Improve open access to data and
comprehensive metadata including calibration
histories of ground based, aircraft and satellite
observations for the primary GAW variables

Implementation ongoing

A-DM-3. Harmonize GAW data management
activities with the WIGOS framework, with
regards to metadata documentation

Implementation ongoing

A-DM-4. Develop and promote support of data
archiving and analysis centres that address the
needs of applications and service delivery

This task has to be
revised in consultation
with the ET on
Atmospheric
Composition Data
Management

A-DM-5. Ensure that data collected and archived
by WMO/GAW WDCs and archives of contributing
networks are of known quality, adequate for their
intended use and documented comprehensively

This task has to be
moved to QA/QC
section

A-DM-6. Promote delivery of those variables
pertinent to air quality and forecasting in NRT,
using WMO GTS/WIS as it evolves into an open,
decentralized and node-oriented structure.
Continue to seize opportunities to expand the
NRT delivery services for GAW variables

This task has to be
revised in consultation
with the ET on
Atmospheric
Composition Data
Management

A-DM-7. Develop data submission and data use
procedures with the inclusion of uncertainties
with the GAW data products, making it possible
to select and use data in accordance to the
criteria set out by the RRR process

Implementation ongoing
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Actions in
Implementation Plan

Related
actions

A-DM-8. Continue to make best efforts towards
program-wide adoption of Digital Object
Identifiers (DOI) for GAW datasets to facilitate
proper recognition of the data contributors in
scientific analyses and reports and it will also
allow for better monitoring of the actual data use
A-M-1. Develop the portfolio of the modelling
products and services taking into consideration
global/regional and local needs

Comments
Implementation ongoing

A-M-5
A-M-6
A-M-7
A-M-8

Implementation ongoing

A-M-2. Exchange model expertise and work on
model development jointly with WWRP, WCRP,
WGNE, etc. A special emphasis should be made
on the improved modelling capabilities related to
atmospheric transport and chemical weather/air
quality (through collaboration with ICAP,
Aerocom, and other programmes)

Implementation ongoing

A-M-3. Develop jointly with WWRP, WCRP,
WGNE and the international atmospheric
chemistry community common references on skill
standards for chemical composition models and
products for evaluation purposes and common
verification methods

Implementation ongoing

A-M-4. Develop jointly with WWRP, WCRP,
WGNE etc. methods for integration of model
results and observations across thematic areas
and integration of observations with model
development, including model evaluation, data
assimilation and source attribution

Implementation ongoing

A-M-5. Carry out research focused on improving
the forecast of smoke and on providing data to
verify forecast accuracy in collaboration with
WWRP. (S2S and High Impact Weather projects),
CAgM, WCRP, WGNE, IGAC and Interdisciplinary
Biomass Burning Initiative (IBBI)

This task has to be
revised in the view of
the WMO Constituent
Bodies Reform

A-M-6. Carry out research focused on improving
Sand and Dust Storms forecasting systems and
on providing data to verify forecast accuracy in
collaboration with WWRP, CAeM, CAgM, WGNE
and other relevant organizations

This task has to be
revised in the view of
the WMO Constituent
Bodies Reform

A-M-7. Carry out research focused on improving
Urban Air Quality forecasting systems (through
GURME pilot projects) and on providing data to
verify forecast accuracy in collaboration with
WWRP

Support and develop
the modelling system
for Urban Air Quality
forecasting, collaborate
with relevant bodies on
the national level,
establish and support
pilot projects nodes;
implement SDS plan
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Actions in
Implementation Plan

Related
actions

Comments

A-M-8. Develop the Implementation Plan for the
Integrated Global Greenhouse Gas Information
System (IG3IS). This system can serve as a tool
for the observations-based information to help in
planning and assessment of greenhouse gas
emission reductions. As greenhouse gases have a
direct impact on climate, IG3IS implementation
will support GFCS. Network development is
crucial for early detection of the biogeochemical
cycle alterations in polar and tropical regions

This task can be
removed from IP as
the plan was
developed and
published

A-M-9. Further develop and support services
related to health and other air quality impacts at
large scales, such as platforms focused on the
global burden of disease and air quality impacts
on agriculture, through collaborations with WHO,
UNEP and other organizations

Implementation ongoing

A-M-10. Extend capabilities to utilize
atmospheric composition data to improve
emission estimates through inverse modelling
and to estimate trends in emissions, needed to
support evaluation of policies

Implementation ongoing

A-M-11. Partner with relevant international
organizations/groups on the development of the
activity “Towards an Integrated Network for the
Monitoring, Analysis and Forecast of Air Quality"
(MAP-AQ), whose objective is to develop a
prediction and downscaling capability to provide
air pollution related products and services in
regions of the world heavily impacted by high
levels of pollutions (e.g., Latin America, Africa,
Asia)

This task should be
revised in a view of the
Research Board
partnership strategy

A-JR-1. Develop an integrated research strategy
focused on aerosols

This task should be
discussed with the
Research Board as it
was felt that the task is
broader than the scope
of the GAW Programme
only

A-JR-2. Build upon the success of the GURME
programme (work within and external to WMO)
to establish an integrated strategy to expand
environmental services for urban environments

Implementation ongoing

A-JR-3. Enhance contributions to disaster risk
reduction

Implementation ongoing

A-C-1. Continue with the established capacity
development mechanisms, including training of
personnel operating GAW stations, and look for
other opportunities to ensure enhancement of
the capacity of NMHSs and other GAW partner
institutions to deliver high-quality observations
and services related to atmospheric composition

Implementation ongoing
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Actions in
Implementation Plan

Related
actions

Comments

A-C-2. Increase efforts to involve WMO Regional
Training Centres in atmospheric composition
training and ensure, where possible, availability
of the training material in official WMO languages

Implementation ongoing

A-C-3. Identify synergies and pursue possible
collaborations with other organizations and
programmes (e.g. WWRP, UNEP, WHO) to exploit
all possible training possibilities

Implementation ongoing

A-C-4. Develop a strategy to further engage
Young Scientists (YS) within GAW through
existing management mechanisms, and by
working closely with WWRP/WCRP, to provide
opportunities for YS to improve networking and
leverage summer school opportunities

Implementation ongoing

A-C-5. Develop a strategy to provide further
modelling-related training as needed

Implementation ongoing

A-OR-1. Modernize WMO/GAW web pages
(e.g. featured news, GAW expert profiles)

Implementation ongoing

A-OR-2. Continue current publications (Bulletin
and Newsletters)

Implementation ongoing

A-OR-3. Develop news stories/articles (including
pilot projects updates) that feature GAW
activities/products and that can be re-used in
various communication vectors (website,
newsletters, social media)

Implementation ongoing

A-OR-4. Develop a strategy for coordinating and
disseminating statements pertaining to
environmental events (e.g. volcanic eruption,
extreme/record observations)

Implementation ongoing

A-OR-5. Facilitate GAW presence at key
scientific conferences, including via the cosponsoring of specialized sessions

Implementation ongoing

A-OR-6. Implement an online seminar series via
electronic subscription

Implementation ongoing

A-OR-7. Develop GAW-wide regular publication
on the state of the atmospheric composition
(health of the atmosphere), why this matters
with different emphases (e.g. climate, health,
etc.) and the benefits to society of having highquality measurements and services

This task was
discontinued due to
ambiguity of the
proposed publication

A-OR-8. Continuing and expanding efforts to
develop common communication messages
regarding issues such as climate change, air
quality, and health impacts jointly with UNEP and
WHO by collaborations through joint workshops
and projects focused on topics such as new
measurement technologies and urban and global
scale analysis of air quality and climate change
impacts. Formalize interactions through joint

Implementation ongoing
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Actions in
Implementation Plan

Related
actions

Comments

representation on various committees (e.g. the
SSC)
A-P-1. Revitalization and establishment of joint
activities with the partners outside of WMO
related application areas as listed in this plan

Implementation ongoing

A-P-2. Continuing and expanding efforts to
improve collaboration with UNEP and WHO
through joint workshops and projects focused on
topics such as new measurement technologies
and urban and global scale analysis of air quality
and climate change impacts. Activities could
include joint organization of a workshop on lowcost sensors and the establishment of testing
centres where low-cost sensors can be evaluated
in the field using GAW sites as references

Implementation ongoing

A-P-3. With the help of the partners, develop the
resource mobilization strategy that will ensure
continued operation of the GAW Programme with
a special emphasis on the atmospheric
composition related service delivery

Implementation ongoing

A-P-4. Through GAW activities support
international conventions (Vienna Convention,
LRTAP, Convention on Desertification, UNFCCC)
and other relevant initiatives (e.g. the Climate
and Clean Air Coalition), working jointly with the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),
United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO), WHO, IAEA, the World
Bank, European Commission and other relevant
bodies

Implementation ongoing

A-P-5. Support and encourage operations of
existing GAW sites and increase the number of
countries participating in GAW, particularly those
that may contribute to central facilities and
expert groups, by inviting Member countries with
extensive know-how and development
capabilities to expand their training and outreach
support

This task has to be
revised for clarity

A-P-6. Encourage all NMHSs and other
interested national organizations to establish
internal cooperation between appropriate
laboratories and institutes, especially with
National Environmental Protection Agencies,
Health Authorities and national development
agencies

This task has to be
revised for clarity (e.g.
remove “internal”)
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Annex 5

DECISIONS AND ACTION ITEMS OF THE SIXTH EPAC SSC SESSION
1.

Decisions:

D-1.6

endorsed the new Expert Team on the Atmospheric Composition Measurements
Quality

D-2.6

changed the name of ET-WDC to Expert Team on the Atmospheric Composition
Data Management

D-3.6

changed the name of ET RRR to Expert Team on the Atmospheric Composition
Network Design and Evolution

D-4.6

adopted revised ToRs of the GAW groups (substructures) as presented in Annex 7
by correspondence

D-5.6

decided to create informal group on capacity development

D-6.6

approved NRT data-sharing policy in the white paper (Annex 6)

D-7.6

decided to support TOAR-2 activity and recommended hosting their first meeting in
WMO

D-8.6

decided to participate in SDG conference, with IGAC and iCACGP

D-9.6

decided to establish science-for-services steering committees

2.

Short terms action items

Action
item
number

Content

Responsible

Deadline

AI-1.6

Propose new SSC
members and revise
SAG membership

Greg Carmichael,
SSC members
and Secretariat

1Q 2020

AI-2.6

Revise ToRs of
subsidiary bodies
and approve by
correspondence

SSC, SAG/ET/SC
Chairs

2Q 2020

AI-3.6

Establish Capacity
Development group

Greg Carmichael,
SSC members

3Q 2020

AI-4.6

Facilitated the
update of Low-cost
sensors (LCS) report
and follow up

Secretariat

End 2020

AI-5.6

GAW SAG-O3
present report on
new instruments

Matt Tully

Q2 2021

AI-6.6

SAG-app to report to
SSC on collaboration
with IBBI

Vincent-Henri
Peuch

3Q 2020

AI-7.6

SAG GURME to
present the work on
Urban Heat Island
Guidance to SSC

Ranjeet Sokhi

3Q 2021
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item of the
pervious SSC
meeting (AIXX.1, AI-XX.2
and AI-XX.3)
Follow up on
AI-17.4, AI1.5

Open/closed
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Closed
(see Annex 7)
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Action
item
number

Content

Responsible

Deadline

AI-8.6

Secretariat to keep
SSC abreast with the
development of the
Study Group on
integrated urban
services

Secretariat

4Q 2020

AI-9.6

Secretariat working
with international
offices populate
expert database

Secretariat

4Q 2020

AI-10.6

Follow up with the
SAG O3-UV on the
progress with
development of the
UV-App

Matt Tully

4Q 2020

AI-11.6

Review the content
of the migrated web
site content

SSC members
and SAGs

3Q 2020

AI-12.6

SAG-TAD to connect
with GESAMP on
ocean management
workshop in South
Africa

Ariel Stein, Bob
Duce

2Q 2020

AI-13.6

SSC to amend the
current IP

Greg Carmichael,
SSC members,
Secretariat

4Q 2020

AI-14.6

SSC to initiate the
process for the
drafting of the GAW
IP for after 2023

Greg Carmichael,
SSC members,
Secretariat

1Q 2021

AI-15.6

Keep track on the
engagement of the
GAW experts in the
substructures if the
new TC

Secretariat

3Q 2020

AI-16.6

ET-ACDM to revise
and present to SSC
the updated
federated data
management
strategy

Joerg Klausen

4Q 2020

AI-17.6

request groups to
nominate members
to group on capacity
development

Greg Carmichael

2Q 2020
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Open/closed

Workshop was
postponed by
1 year due to
COVID
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3.

Ongoing activities that require attention/support of SSC and long-term
actions

The following activities were added to the ongoing long-term activities listed under the OA of
the fifth meeting:
-

OA – 17.6 SSC should work very close with the Research Board, regularly present
GAW to the Research Board, assist Research Board with the development of
regional research activities building up on GAW science-for-services initiatives,
continue building connections with the new TCs, work with the Research Board to
identify common elements with the other research programmes (e.g. related to
stratospheric ozone, carbon cycle, climate forcing etc.), provide input in the
science-for-services concept through the GAW three S4S initiatives.

-

OA – 18.6 SSC should further develop health related activities to link to the health
study group in collaboration with WHO and UNEP (extension of OA-8.5 and OA10.5).

-

OA – 19.6 working with WMO Training Department continue developing strategy for
sustained training (connecting with the regional training centres) in liaison with the
WMO Capacity Development Panel.

-

OA-20.6 develop concrete plan for resource mobilization by engaging with the
relevant activities/members of the Research Board (substitutes OA-16.5).

-

OA-21.6 SSC working with the science-for-services projects to develop data-sharing
policy for the data originating from those initiatives.

-

OA-22.6 SSC should work with the Research Board on the organization of the open
science meeting on 2022 and development of the next phase of the IP.
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Annex 6

(N)(RT) DATA SERVICES FROM GAW
Jörg Klausen (Chair ET-WDC), Øystein Godøy, Vincent-Henri Peuch, Martin Schultz,
Ellsworth Judd Welton (Members ET-WDC)
Markus Fiebig, David Gay, Jörg Klausen, Tom Kralidis, Julian Meyer-Arnek, Kjetil
Tørseth, Anatoly Tsvetkov, Mikio Ueno (ex-officio Members ET-WDC)
Geir Braathen (WMO Secretariat)
Revision history
2018-04-09

v0.0

initial draft by Jörg Klausen

2018-04-17

v0.1

cross-reference to Figure 1 corrected

2018-04-26

v0.2

comments by Martin Schultz and Øystein Godøy considered

2018-06-25

v0.2.1

comments by Tom Kralidis

2018-06-27

v0.3

changes after ET-WDC telco from 2018-06-26, considering feedback by
Judd Welton and David Gay

2018-06-28

v0.3.1

comments by Tom Kralidis

2018-06-28

v0.3.2

comments by Martin Schultz

2018-06-28

v0.3.3

comments by Markus Fiebig

2018-06-28

v0.3.4

comments by Kjetil Tørseth

2018-06-28

v0.3.5

comments by Vincent-Henri Peuch merged in (separate branch from
v0.3)

2018-06-29

v0.4

consolidation by Jörg Klausen, additions to table on behalf of Mikio
Ueno, considering further feedback by Judd Welton, Geir Braathen

2018-09-26

v1.0

version number set to 1.0 after approval by SAG-Apps

Terminology
•

Real-time (RT) data service: delivery of data to an end user within three (3)
hours of observation

•

Near-real-time (NRT) data service: delivery within seventy-two (72) hours of
observation. The acronym “(N)RT” is used whenever the requirements are either for
RT or NRT, or somewhere in between

•

Operational data service: end-to-end service that is provisioned and monitored
on a 24/7 basis with sufficient redundancy to achieve at least 95% availability

Motivation and objectives
At the origin of this document is a funding opportunity brought by ECMWF in the context of CAMS
to support enhancement of RT data delivery of GAW stations outside of Europe, in addition of
efforts by ECMWF to promote RT data delivery from mostly European
programmes/networks/research infrastructures such as EMEP, ACTRIS, ICOS and NDACC. The
specific use of ECMWF of these data is assimilation in forecast models for atmospheric composition
and verification/validation. 2 While there is thus a specific need to answer this request, this
document nevertheless takes a more holistic perspective in reflection of the WMO GAW IP [1].

2

Verification = automated validation. For time-critical assimilation and verification, RT data are needed,
while NRT data are also useful for delayed mode assimilation and validation.
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In response to this initiative by ECMWF, the President of CAS (Øystein Hov) and the Chair of
the WMO OPAG EPAC SSC (Greg Carmichael) requested ET-WDC to advise on how to promote
and pursue the following:
(1)

(N)RT data delivery of quality observations from the global GAW network to
ECMWF/CAMS [and other entities that have similar interests and capabilities (represented
in the SAG-Apps)].

(2)

(N)RT data delivery mechanisms in existence at the WDCs for RG, PM, GHGs and possibly
deposition observations.

(3)

further development of the value chain of (N)RT data from the GAW network, with an
emphasis on improving weak links in the value chain.

The GAW IP defines “science-for-services” (N)RT as a strategic priority of GAW [1]. To meet
this objective, data need to be made available to the user in known quality and with short lead
times. As a vision for the future, operational data services (see definition above) are
established for atmospheric chemical composition data in the same way as they exist for
weather data. Aspects to consider include:
-

Desired data quality

-

Data production, processing, and delivery

-

Data policy

-

Data dissemination (discovery, access, visualization)

-

Archiving of (N)RT data

-

Documentation of processes, workflows and data

-

The role of existing GAW Central Facilities

-

Adequate recognition and/or compensation of stations and processing centres
engaged in providing or handling (N)RT data

The primary perspective of this document is the one of the WMO GAW Programme. However, it
is acknowledged with appreciation that a number of independent, well-established atmospheric
composition monitoring programmes/networks exist that are not governed by WMO GAW but
that contribute substantially to the objectives of GAW. WMO GAW has no mandate to specify
the data management of these contributors beyond an invitation to enable interoperability and
possibly to adopt the approaches described here.
This paper briefly recalls guidance from the GAW IP and the GAW Data Policy in place. It
suggests a number of GAW principles for (N)RT data and briefly addresses data policy and
licences. It uses a diagram (Figure 2) to identify important steps in the end-to-end process
from observation to service delivery, as a blueprint for existing and future GAW (N)RT data
services, and for comparison with current implementations at NILU (WDCA, WDCRG),
Environment Canada (WOUDC), NADP, and the general provision of weather data by
operational weather services, in an attempt to analyse the potential role of WDCs and other
data centres. It formulates ToRs of any centre interested in operating (N)RT data services for
GAW. Finally, conclusions and recommendations to the attention of the GAW and CAS
governing bodies are made.
Background
The GAW IP [4] defines the ambitions of GAW with respect to (N)RT [data] delivery services,
while maintaining the emphasis on data of known quality as a foundation of GAW:
A-O-8.

Support the development of increased capacity to deliver NRT data and improve their
accuracy through establishing standards and best practices, sharing experiences, and
training
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A-DM-6. Promote delivery of those variables pertinent to air quality and forecasting in (N)RT,
using WMO GTS/WIS as it evolves into an open, decentralized and node-oriented
structure. Continue to seize opportunities to expand the (N)RT delivery services for
GAW variables
In support of these ambitions, the SAG-Apps will focus on applications that use (N)RT data
delivery on scales larger than urban, including the development of boundary conditions for
local modelling and improvement of models and development of services related to dust,
volcanic ash and biomass burning plumes, and health applications. In addition, in collaboration
with WIS/WIGOS which are ensuring dissemination of observational data, the SAG-Apps will
review data systems that ensure possibility of service delivery.
The ToRs of the ET-WDC [4] support this strategic orientation of the GAW Programme in a
general way:
ET/WDC-1. Take responsibility for metadata and data management issues in support of the
scientific and operational objectives of GAW. [Note: This includes the question of
QA/QC of data]
ET/WDC-2. Work with the SAGs, WMO expert teams and partners to establish harmonized
data management guidelines, including standardized data formats to allow for
adequate (seamless) interoperability
ET/WDC-3. Guide and support the further development of GAWSIS as the central catalogue of
observing facilities and observations supporting GAW, linking the WDCs and
Contributing Data Centres
ET/WDC-4. Keep abreast of and recommend best use of changing technologies [and evolving
standards] affecting information management within GAW
GAW Principles for (N)RT data
(1)

GAW RT data refers to data with a delay between observation and delivery of data to
the intended user of no more than three (3) hours. GAW NRT data refers to data with a
delay between observation and delivery of data to the intended user of no more than
seventy-two (72) hours.

(2)

Instruments used to produce GAW (N)RT data shall be operated according to the
principles of the GAW programme. In particular, a traceability chain shall be maintained
and documented that permits the estimation of measurement uncertainty according to
the GUM [2].

(3)

GAW (N)RT data are not fully quality-controlled but are subjected to automated QC that
can identify invalid data and suspect data with high confidence while not rejecting an
unreasonable proportion of valid data.

(4)

All automated procedures applied to raw data are fully traceable, publicly documented
and implemented as open-source algorithms using open-source implementations as far
as possible.

(5)

(N)RT data are accompanied with sufficient metadata to support the intended use. For
internationally exchanged observations, WIGOS-compliant metadata are collected and
stored in OSCAR/Surface (or GAWSIS). GAW WDCs handling (N)RT data may impose
additional metadata requirements.

(6)

GAW (N)RT data are generated, processed and distributed by WMO Members in a
manner similar to weather data, i.e., generation and processing by the member and
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making use of the established distribution mechanisms of the GTS/WIS. Ideally,
processes are implemented as “operational data services”.
(7)

By default, GAW (N)RT data are made available to specific (named) users for a specific
purpose only. However, data originators are encouraged to any of the Creative
Commons licences [3]. Alternatively, but not recommended, they may require
compliance with the GAW Data Policy.

End-to-end Approach to GAW (N)RT data services
For operational data generation, processing and distribution of weather data in the WMO
context, the GTS/WIS infrastructure is used. As shown in Figure 1, this is a distributed
infrastructure, where members take responsibility for the generation and processing of
observational data and use National Centres (NC) to feed data to a GISC. This infrastructure is
already in use for some chemical composition data such as aerosol, total ozone, ozone
soundings, and others. IAGOS uses the Aircraft Meteorological DAta Relay (AMDAR) system to
push chemical composition data in RT to the GTS/WIS. In future, the NCs shall be used also for
surface observations made at GAW stations whenever possible., as already demonstrated for
aerosol and reactive gas observations.

Figure 1. Diagram showing WIS core components and information exchange
Source: https://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/WIS/centres_en.html.

To achieve consistency in the data products generated, it is critical to apply uniform processing
of the data and adequate sufficient metadata to document the observations before they are
distributed through the GTS/WIS. All instrumental observations undergo a workflow that starts
with collection of data from an instrument on site and ends with the delivery of data to a user
as shown in Figure 2. An important feature of this figure is the modular, service-oriented
architecture that only requires interfaces between the various process steps to be defined but
does not anticipate or prescribe any specific implementation. In this way, existing process
steps (“modules”) can be agreed and further improved within a specific community of practice
(such as the WMO GAW Programme) without impacting on the preceding or following steps in
the end-to-end chain. Of course, particular implementations may choose to combine several of
these modules in a combined workflow.
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Figure 2. Generic data generation, processing and distribution chain for
GAW (N)RT data services
Shown in the blue parallelograms in Figure 2 are the intermediate endpoints of the workflow,
expressed as data of a certain quality-level. Shown in the red boxes are individual steps
(“modules”) involved in moving from one data level to the next. A few examples exist where
this (or something very similar) has been implemented as an end-to-end solution. One such
example is the GAW aerosol programme, whose RT data service has global coverage and is
supported by the European research infrastructure ACTRIS 3 and the United States NOAA. It
has been online since 2011. Here, RT data production is centralized at the data centre, and an
operational data subscription service to ECMWF has been established in 2012. The centralized
architecture takes advantage of the instrument competence present at the topical WDC,
resulting in observations with various physical principles being handled by the service with
consistent high quality. It also helps RPOs with taking their observations RT, which otherwise
wouldn’t be possible for capacity reasons at the RPOs. This is a particular focus of GAW, which
is including non-NMHSs. Another example is ICOS, where an entire chain is now operational.
Documentation on the ACTRIS workflow can be found at https://sites.google.com/view/nrtdocs/home. ICOS can be seen as an example for an end-to-end workflow, but the ICOS
approach may not be directly transferable for two main reasons: (1) ICOS only supports the
use of a particular brand of instruments, and (2) the data collection and distribution happens
centralized outside the GTS/WIS infrastructure. Other examples are AERONET and MPLNET,
where similar workflows apply. All these implementations work well, but lack open interfaces
between the various processing steps, which makes it harder to de-centralize the workflow to
reduce the risks of single points of failure. IAGOS, an aircraft program, uses the GTS/WIS to
disseminate observations of individual aircraft in RT. For GAW in situ observations, no such decentralized end-to-end workflows presently exist on the global scale. The break-down of the
workflow into a sequence of steps/modules offers a number of advantages, viz.

3

-

Any step/module can easily be exchanged for another (mutually agreed) process,
provided the interfaces are respected

-

Different instruments generating data in specific formats can more easily be
integrated

ACTRIS homepage: https://www.actris.eu; ACTRIS Data Centre: http://actris.nilu.no/.
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-

The documentation of each step is manageable and critical steps can easily be
referenced in the metadata

-

The workflow or any part of it can be implemented on a single machine, on several
machines (potentially distributed across service providers), or even in the cloud

-

Expertise of different communities such as instrument experts, data analysts can be
included for specific sub-processes

-

Observation specific approaches, e.g., calibration, automated QC procedures can be
separated

-

Different approaches, in particular for “Advanced automated QC” can be developed
and tested before integration in the end-to-end solution (this could allow involving
other academic communities, e.g., machine learning, that can bring substantial
advances on this aspect)

-

Existing proven end-to-end workflow implementations can be integrated seamlessly

A few challenges exist, namely:
-

Parts of this workflow that already exist somewhere may need to be adapted for
subsequent integration.

The specification of the interfaces, data formats between all the (atomic) steps shown in Figure
2 would create an excessive workload without substantial benefits, provided they haven’t been
implemented yet. It is therefore suggested to only specify a common data model for the final
data product delivered by the workflow. ET-WDC should agree on this data model. Once
agreed, converters for the level 1.5 data and a specific BUFR template can be implemented.
GAW Data Policy vs Creative Commons licences
WMO data policy is governed by several resolutions, in particular Resolutions 40, 25 and 60.
These policies divide data in three categories, namely WMO Essential, WMO Additional, and
WMO Other. GAW data qualify as “WMO Additional”, so certain restrictions on their use may be
applied. As regards the dissemination and use of GAW data, GAW WDCs are bound to the
following GAW Data Policy, which was formulated with a perception that data are submitted by
the providers after full (and often manual) QC:
"For scientific purposes, access to these data is unlimited and provided without charge.
By their use you accept that an offer of co-authorship will be made through personal contact
with the data providers or owners whenever substantial use is made of their data. In all cases,
an acknowledgement must be made to the data providers or owners and the data centre when
these data are used within a publication. [4]"
The GAW SAG Aerosol has adopted a separate data policy for aerosol RT data, which is clearly
distinguished from the GAW Data Policy applicable for fully quality-assured data (NB: This
policy uses “NRT” in the sense of RT):
“Data delivery on a Near-Real-Time (NRT) schedule is a WMO GAW pilot project. Nearreal-time aerosol data are raw, automatically processed data that have not passed through any
review by aerosol scientists. They are intended for applications where gaps and glitches in the
data are expected and accepted, for example, assimilation by air quality forecast models.
Near-real-time data should not be used in lieu of final, ‘clean’, regularly reported data, and the
data providers expressly deny permission for users to publish Near-Real-Time data. Access to
WDCA NRT data requires a registration and the user's consent not to distribute or publish data
without agreement of [the] data provider. In the pilot project phase, requests for registration
will be evaluated by the GAW Scientific Advisory Group for aerosol. Contact between data
users and providers is strongly encouraged. Data providers are very interested in learning
about how the data are being used”.
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Data centres of contributing networks have their own unique data policies that are typically
similar to the GAW Data Policy.
In addition to the WMO and GAW data policies, and to the specific data policies applied by
some contributing programs, the so-called Creative Commons licences [3] are receiving
increasing attention. Several Creative Commons licences exist. The CC-BY licence is one of the
least restrictive licences offered by Creative Commons. It only requires proper attribution of
the originator of the data (BY), but allows re-distribution, re-processing and even commercial
use of the data. More restrictive variants of CC licences prohibit commercial use (NC) or
distribution of the data itself or any material derived from the data (ND). For (N)RT data
services from GAW, the CC-BY or the CC-BY-NC licences are recommended to encourage wide
use of GAW data. The CC-BY-NC-ND licence is recommended as the default licence to restrict
use of (N)RT data to specific (named) users for a specific purpose.
The current GAW Data Policy also encourages unlimited distribution of the data and requires
proper attribution of the originator (BY), it also prohibits commercial use (NC), but in addition
requires an offer of co-authorship in publications whenever substantial use is made of the
data. In the context of (N)RT data services, where data from many individual data providers
are typically used, the current GAW Data Policy is in general inadequate or simply impractical.
One of the problems with this policy is that there is no unambiguous definition what substantial
use means.
While GAW should promote an open data policy in general, there may be use cases where
providers wish to restrict the distribution of GAW (N)RT data to specific (named) users for a
specific purpose to limit unintended use and to protect the intellectual property rights of the
data originator to the maximum degree possible, while still allowing useful applications. In
such cases, providers should choose the CC-BY-NC-ND licence model. In the long-term, more
and more services are expected that will need (N)RT observations and more flexible licences
are probably required. For example, both the US EPA, and the European Environment Agency
(EEA) operate under an open licence with minimal restrictions. The CC licence model offers a
range of possibilities that support the dissemination of (N)RT data for use in operational
services.
Terms of Reference for (N)RT Data Service Providers from GAW
The exact system architecture for (N)RT data services from GAW has not been decided. The
requirement to treat chemical data in a similar way as weather data strongly argues for
generation and processing of observations locally by members and international dissemination
by way of the GTS/WIS infrastructure whenever possible. This implies the following ToRs:
(1)

Operate processing tools (including automated QA/QC) to process level 1.0 data to level
1.5 data with particular emphasis on achieving data quality that meets the “GAW
PRINCIPLES FOR (N)RT DAT”. Processing tools can be implemented differently but must
adhere to the methodologies endorsed by the SAGs of GAW and approved by WMO.
Publish, as part of the service, documentation on the tools / procedures used.

(2)

Clearly specify the data policy/licence regulating use of the data. The CC-BY 4.0 licence
is recommended to encourage the broadest reach with the least restrictions. The CCBY-NC-ND is recommended where data providers wish to maintain tighter control of the
(N)RT data use.

(3)

Disseminate level 1.5 data in (N)RT, using GTS/WIS. Additional distribution channels
are encouraged.

There may be data (service) providers who are unable to get sufficient support from their NC
for distribution of their (N)RT data through GTS/WIS. In these cases, facilities operated by
some other member can be requested to handle the RT distribution to the GTS/WIS and
optionally, the processing of the data prior to distribution. There are also regional
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arrangements, e.g., the European Research Infrastructures ICOS and ACTRIS, or other, wellestablished programmes/networks such as EMEP, NDACC, MPLNET, NADP or EANET (list not
exhaustive), where distribution, and maybe also processing, of observations are handled
centrally. In these cases, those central facilities should either apply to become a Data
Collection or Production Centre (DCPC) or establish operational links to an existing DCPC that
can serve as a (N)RT data service provider under the ToRs above.
Role of WDCs and other Data Centres in (N)RT Data Management
Due to their observation specific competence, the WDCs will have a key role in applying data
QC and curation. The quality of automatically processed (N)RT data is inherently different from
manually treated observational data. Recognizing the superior knowledge of the measurement
PI with regard to site and instrument specifics, GAW has always insisted on the responsibility
of the data originator for “signing off” on the quality of data submitted to the GAW WDCs, and
the expectation remains that data submitted to them are of the highest quality possible.
Similar requirements have been put in place by data centres of GAW contributing networks.
Consequently, the emphasis and primary role and responsibility of GAW WDCs as outlined in
the ToRs of WDCs [4], is to archive and disseminate fully quality-controlled data for certain
groups of observed quantities. To this end, several of the WDCs have established tools to
perform quality checks of the data they receive. WDCs will usually inform data originators if
their data fail any such tests. For (N)RT processes, the automated tools applied to the data
before they are transmitted to the GTS/WIS will block further transmission of the data, or at
least flag such data that do not pass these standard quality tests.
Historically, (N)RT data handling was not part of the responsibilities of WDCs. Today, this has
changed, and the current GAW IP urges WDCs to also consider the increasing needs for (N)RT
data services. Indeed, as DCPCs in WIS, the various GAW WDCs can play an important role for
observations of quantities in their remit, and they should attend to a number of important
tasks in (N)RT data management:
(1)

Act as (N)RT data service providers as described above if a member’s NC is unable to
support the needs of (N)RT data providers.

(2)

Monitor the GTS/WIS, harvest and archive (N)RT data for re-distribution in accordance
with the data policy/licence attached.

(3)

Operate web-based tools to display recent observations in support of data providers and
users in accordance with the data policy/licence attached.

(4)

In addition, and not restricted specifically to (N)RT data service requirements, archive
level 0 data for any future re-processing of data.

Contributing networks usually maintain their own data management infrastructure. As stated
upfront in this document, WMO GAW has no mandate to specify data management practices
for these programmes/networks, but they are encouraged to consider providing similar
services.
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Table 1 summarizes the current capabilities.
Host
Institution
(WDC
hosted)

Capability

Data
Submission

Data
Delivery

EC (WOUDC)

supports (N)RT
data submissions
on Ozone and
UV. level 0 data
are received as is
and made
available to
contributors on
the WOUDC WAF
to contributors
only (password
protected)

ftp

http/https

JMA (WDCGG)

receives NRT
data as event
data

email, ftp

http

NILU (WDCA,
WDCRG)

Supports (N)RT
data submissions
of a number of
aerosol and
reactive gases
data with global
coverage.
Operational data
subscription
service available

ftp

MGO (WRDC)

No (N)RT
capability

DLR (WDCRSAT)

?

References

Users

https://guide.
woudc.org/en/
#231-uploadguidelines

WOUDC contributors

ftp

https://sites.g
oogle.com/vie
w/nrtdocs/home

ECMWF, scientific
community, policy
frameworks
(Convention on Longrange Transboundary
Air Pollution
(CLRTAP), others)
ECMWF, ACTRIS,
GAW aerosol stations

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

?

?

?

?

Conclusions and Recommendations
This document was reviewed and endorsed by its co-authors, including ET-WDC regular and
ex-officio members. It will be discussed by the SAG-Apps during their July 2018 Geneva
meeting. The conclusions and recommendations below are directed to the GAW SSC OPAG
EPAC as well as to the CAS MG for consideration.
(1)

ET-WDC endorses the “GAW PRINCIPLES FOR (N)RT DAT” as strategic guidance for
future development of (N)RT data services from GAW.

(2)

ET-WDC recommends that chemical data are treated using similar infrastructure as
weather data and endorses use of the WMO GTS/WIS infrastructure as a mechanism for
dissemination of GAW (N)RT data.

(3)

ET-WDC endorses a modular (service-oriented architecture) approach as depicted in
Figure 2 for interoperable implementation(s) of end-to-end GAW (N)RT data delivery
services.

(4)

ET-WDC endorses the ToRs for (N)RT data service providers of GAW. Of the existing
WDCs, WDCA, WDCRG have ambitions to take responsibility to become such a (N)RT
data service provider for GAW.
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(5)

ET-WDC has identified the need to adopt one or several suitable (N)RT data
policies/licences as the current GAW Data Policy is inadequate for (N)RT data services. In
light of the general movement towards open data, CC-BY is the recommended licence,
but other variants of CC, in particular CC-BY-NC-ND, shall be accepted if data providers
wish to limit unintended use of (N)RT data.
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Glossary
BUFR

Binary Universal Form for the representation of meteorological data) is a
flexible binary format mainly used to encode in situ and satellite
observations. It is a table-driven code form that is used by the GTS/WIS.
Tables are operationally maintained by WMO. Templates exist for various
types of observations (e.g., https://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/
WMOCodes/WMO306_vI2/TemplateExamples.html), and new templates
can be created.

CREX

See BUFR.

DAR

(Data) Discovery, Access and Retrieval.

GISC

Global Information Service Centre. See WIS.

GTS

Global Telecommunication System. The GTS is an operational distributed
infrastructure used globally by NMHSs to distribute data in RT. Best
known for weather data, the GTS also handles other data, including
chemical composition.

WIS

WMO Information System. The WIS evolves from the GTS (which is also
continuously evolving), adding in particular DAR capability by way of
catalogues maintained at the GISCs. For more information on WIS, cf.
https://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/WIS/index_en.html.

WDC

World Data Centre. WMO GAW has a number of WDCs that have
assumed responsibility for specific groups of atmospheric composition
variables.

GAWSIS and
OSCAR/Surface

Official repositories for metadata on (non-satellite) observing facilities
and observations made worldwide.

WIGOS

https://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/wigos/index_en.html
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WMDS

WIGOS metadata standard. Expressed as in XML based on a GML
(Geography Markup Language, an Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)
standard) schema, defines the metadata exchange format for
observations.

NMHS

National Meteorological and Hydrological Service. In most countries, the
NMHS represents a country/territory (the ‘WMO Member’) in WMO.
NMHSs also operate the GTS/WIS for WMO, sometimes in consortia.
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Annex 7

SPECIFIC TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE SUBSTRUCTURES
UNDER EPAC SSC
1.

GAW Expert Teams

1.1.

Expert Team on Atmospheric Composition Data Management (ET-ACDM)

Core activities
●

Document issues with and coordinate the development and implementation of
common data and metadata standards within GAW, in alignment with WIS/WIGOS,
and assist Contributing Networks with utilizing the WIGOS Metadata standard;

●

Advise the SAGs, WMO expert teams and partners, and the GAW initiatives’
steering committees on harmonizing data management; enabling FAIR data
principles (findable, accessible, interoperable, re-usable) in support of plug and play
capabilities (data formats and application program interfaces, APIs) of GAW data;

●

Collect and provide information on NRT (within 3 hrs of observation for real-time,
within 72 hrs of observation for Near-Real-Time) data transmission to station
operators;

●

Facilitate timely submission of quality-controlled data for long-term archival in the
respective GAW World Data Centres (WDCs);

●

Provide comprehensive and up-to-date guidance on the data and metadata
submission processes, revision and re-submission, including consideration of data
policy, licences, provenance and data quality as well as consistency between the
data and metadata;

●

Monitor the data submission to the thematic GAW WDCs and provide consolidated
annual statistics on data submission, distribution, and use to EPAC SSC;

●

Document/identify issues and propose solutions in support of the further
development of GAWSIS, as an integral component of OSCAR/Surface, and as the
central catalogue of observing facilities and observations supporting GAW, linking
the WDCs and Contributing Data Centres;

●

Guide GAW WDCs on implementing WMO data policies, in providing user groups
with free and open access to all data, complemented with access to innovative and
mature data products, together with tools for QA, data analysis and research,
following WIGOS policies in particular with regard to metadata documentation;

●

Guide GAW WDCs and archives of Contributing Data Centres on implementing new
technologies that improve information management within GAW, as well as
Contributing Networks, in-line with the evolution of WIS/WIGOS.

Interface with SAGs
●

Solicit input from SAGs to articulate the need for the inclusion of new parameters in
the data archives and to provide related metadata;

●

Communicate to SAGs concerns related to data submissions (e.g. non-reporting
stations), data quality and availability of the archived data;

●

Jointly with SAGs develop and support the tools for the effective evaluation on new
stations in GAW.
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Interface with Expert Teams
●

Work with ET-ACMQ on implementation of the quality flagging and automated data
quality control tools in the GAW World Data Centres and data centres of the
contributing networks;

●

Communicate concerns related to data quality of archived data to ET-ACMQ.

Interface with GAW initiatives steering committees
●

Assist Steering Committees of the GAW science-for-services initiatives with the data
archival for specific applications.

Interface with WMO groups
●

Advise to and interact with the Research Board on all matters related to
atmospheric composition data management;

●

Interact with the respective groups under the Technical Commission on
Infrastructure on aspects of data management in order to harmonize and integrate
atmospheric composition data with the other data management processes in WMO.

Interface with external users and partners
●

Assist data archives of contributing networks and other interested parties in the
application of the WIGOS Metadata standard and the use of GAWSISOSCAR/Surface;

●

Assist users in access and retrieval of data hosted at the data centres contributing
to GAW.

1.2

Expert Team on the Atmospheric Composition Network Design and Evolution (ETACNDE)

Core activities
●

Review user requirements for the observations related to the three atmospheric
composition application areas: atmospheric monitoring, forecasting, and urban
applications in support of the WMO Rolling Review of Requirements (RRR);

●

Review and harmonize user requirements for the atmospheric composition variables
in the other WMO application areas;

●

Regularly update the user requirements in the OSCAR database;

●

Assess current observational capabilities in light of user requirements;

●

Summarize recommendations on integrated network design in Statements of
Guidance for each application area and advise on the network development to the
GAW Programme and relevant partners.

Interface with SAGs
●

Work closely with thematic SAGs on collection of the user requirement for specific
parameters under different applications and on the evaluation of the observational
capabilities;

●

Work with SAG-Apps to better understand user requirements across the
applications from the integrated modelling perspective.
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Interface with Expert Teams
●

Advise ET-ACDM on additions and modifications of parameter definitions, and
available in situ observational capabilities in the GAW World Data Centres and in
GAWSIS;

●

Communicate to ET-ACMQ on the emerging observational capabilities and the needs
for quality assurance procedures of those new elements.

Interface with GAW initiatives steering committees
●

Coordinate the collection and reviews of observational requirements from the
science-for-services initiatives to ensure their incorporation in the broader RRR
process.

Interface with WMO groups
●

Collaborate with the relevant WMO group in particular under the Technical
Commission on Infrastructure on harmonization of requirements for atmospheric
composition variables and Essential Climate Variables across WMO application areas
and programmes (e.g., GCOS);

●

Collaborate WCRP, WWRP, and other programmes as appropriate on development
of the Statements of Guidance.

Interface with external users and partners
●

Work closely with modelling centres to provide guidance on the optimized network
design for specific applications;

●

Communicate with partner organizations concerning the observational gaps
identified in the Statement of Guidance.

1.3

Expert Team on Atmospheric Composition Measurements Quality (ET-ACMQ)

Core activities:
●

Develop common quality assurance principles and terminology between thematic
GAW groups;

●

Advise GAW station operators on the implementation of the quality assurance
protocols, Standard Operating Procedures and measurement guidelines;

●

Coordinate interactions, monitor the activities and reporting of the GAW Central
Facilities;

●

Promote the development and use of unified tools for the quality control at the
stations;

●

Improve data quality by producing documents to help meeting quality assurance
requirements, encouraging the stations participating in the programme to utilize
GAW Central Facilities to ensure a consistent traceability chain;

●

Promote and coordinate intercomparison exercises, disseminate comparison
reports, develop quality flagging based on the results of the instruments’
performance;
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●

Promote the establishment of the missing element of the quality assurance and
control system in GAW with particular focus on establishing new Regional
Calibration Centres;

●

In cooperation with thematic SAGs and ET-ACDM develop and maintain the
Standard Operating Procedures and measurement guidelines for instruments, data
processing and submission for observations made under GAW, and update the
respective sections of the CIMO Guide;

●

Guide the implementation of measurement approaches that ensure internal
consistency (compatibility) of data contributed by partners through the use of
common standard scales maintained by the Central Calibration Laboratories,
participation in international comparisons and station audits organized by World
Calibration Centres, and utilization of practices recommended by the expert
measurement community;

●

Survey available and emerging measurement techniques and support the
development of standard operating procedures for these in cooperation with the
respective SAGs.

Interface with SAGs
●

In cooperation with thematic SAGs develop and keep updated the Standard
Operating Procedures and measurement guidelines;

●

Assist SAGs in developing measurement guidelines for the emerging measurement
techniques or new chemical variables;

●

Work closely with thematic SAGs on the development of the harmonized and
automated quality assurance and control tools.

Interface with Expert Teams
●

Assist ET- ACDM in developing and maintaining data processing and submission
protocols and guidelines to ensure inclusion of the data quality flagging;

●

Assist ET- ACDM in the evaluation of quality of data residing in the World Data
Centres.

Interface GAW initiatives steering committees
●

Advise the science-for-services initiatives on the GAW observational quality
management.

Interface with WMO groups
●

Interact with the respective groups under the Technical Commission on
Infrastructure in relation to the quality of observations in order to harmonize and
integrate atmospheric composition data quality assurance approaches with the ones
in the other WMO observing components.

Interface with external users and partners
●

Work closely with the research infrastructures and other research programmes and
initiatives on the development of good practices for common approaches and
automatic tools for quality control of atmospheric composition measurements.
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2.

Scientific Advisory Groups

2.1

SAG on Total Atmospheric Deposition (SAG-TAD)

Core activities
●

Facilitate research related to the total atmospheric deposition working closely with
the relevant international programmes and projects, as well as joint activities with
other major environmental science activities including ambient aerosol and gas
monitoring, atmospheric modelling, ecosystem effects research, climate research,
etc.;

●

Coordinate the work related to quantification of the patterns and trends of the
composition of precipitation and total deposition on global and regional scales and
produce regular assessments;

●

Provide guidance on the development of the methods for the estimation of the total
atmospheric deposition with a specific focus on dry deposition and feed those
scientific developments to MMF-GTAD initiative;

●

Improve understanding of atmospheric deposition of chemical species of existing or
emerging interest (e.g. organic acids, black carbon, metals, phosphorus, mercury,
nitrogen);

●

Promote the establishment of the new sites, field laboratory and data management
operations;

●

Assist/supervise the development of the relevant training materials and training
delivery and support capacity development activities.

Interface with SAGs
●

Work closely with the other thematic SAGs on the improved understanding of the
element cycles, exchange processes and chemical transformations.

Interface with Expert Teams
●

Work closely with ET-ACMQ on the assessment of the new measurement
methodologies, quality assurance and control tools and the revision of existing
measurement guidance;

●

Work closely with ET-ACMQ on the establishment of good practice guidelines and
common procedures for quality assurance;

●

Work with the ET- ACDM on the data archival and availability in the WMO World
Data Centers and the needs for additional variable and related metadata;

●

Work closely with ET- ACNDE on the provision of the user requirement for the
deposition related applications.

Interface with GAW initiatives steering committees
●

Advise MMF-GTAD Steering committee on the research related to measurementmodel fusion methodologies to obtain total deposition estimates.
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Interface with WMO groups
●

Collaborate with the WMO and co-sponsored programmes on the aspects of
deposition within the Earth System approach by addressing weather (precipitation),
hydrological, agriculture and ocean research.

Interface with external users and partners
●

Outreach to other scientific and non-scientific communities regarding the state of
science related to atmospheric deposition of major ions and other chemicals,
including the work of the MMF-GTAD initiative, as well as proper understanding and
use of measurement data;

●

Communicate the availability of GAW observations to user communities, including
ecosystem effects and atmospheric modelling communities.

2.2 SAG on Reactive Gases (SAG-RG)
Core activities
●

● Facilitate research related to reactive gases working closely with the relevant
international programmes and projects, as well as joint activities with other major
environmental science activities including reactive gas monitoring, atmospheric
modelling, effects research, climate research, etc.;

●

Assess the current and emerging needs for measurements and analysis of reactive
gaseous compounds to guide scientific developments and future delivery of such
information;

●

● Promote initiatives towards an integrated view of the role of reactive gases in
climate and air quality, working closely with the relevant international programmes
and projects as well as joint activities with other major environmental science
activities;

●

● Promote/facilitate the expansion of reactive gases observations in undersampled regions, i.e. primarily in the tropics and in the Southern Hemisphere, to fill
large gaps in the global observation network of reactive gases;

●

● Periodically evaluate the extension of the target species of the GAW reactive
gases programme to other substances that are important to advance understanding
of tropospheric chemistry, taking into account the availability of suitable
measurement technologies and calibration methods;

●

● Produce regular assessments of the spatial distribution and trends of the main
reactive gases on global and regional scales;

●

Assist/supervise the development of the relevant training materials and training
delivery and support capacity development activities.

Interface with SAGs
●

Work together with the other thematic SAGs to develop integrated analyses
targeting global challenges such as the nitrogen cycle, air pollution impacts on
agriculture and natural ecosystems, and the role of short-lived climate forcers on
regional weather and climate.
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Interface with Expert Teams
●

Work closely with ET-ACMQ on the assessment of the new or emerging technologies
and methods which are becoming available for reactive gases, quality assurance
and control tools and on the revision of existing measurement guidelines;

●

Work closely with ET-ACMQ on the establishment of good practice guidelines and
common procedures for quality assurance;

●

Work closely with ET-ACNDE on the development of the user requirements for the
application areas relevant to reactive gases to meet requirements from research
communities responding to global environmental challenges;

●

Work with the ET- ACDM on the data archival and availability in the WMO World
Data Centers and the needs for additional variable and related metadata.

Interface with GAW Initiatives Steering Committees
●

Advise GAW Initiatives Steering Committees on the recent developments,
observational and modelling capabilities related to reactive gases.

Interface with WMO groups
●

Collaborate with the WMO and co-sponsored programmes on the aspects of reactive
gases within the Earth System approach and addressing weather, climate, health
and agricultural, hydrological and ocean research.

Interface with external users and partners
●

Outreach to other scientific and non-scientific communities regarding the state of
science related to reactive gases, including the production of the relevant Bulletins,
as well as proper understanding and use of measurement data;

●

Actively entrain stakeholders, policymaker groups, scientific implementation
partners and other interested parties to encourage their support and engagement;

●

Communicate the availability of GAW observations to user communities, including
ecosystem effects and atmospheric modelling communities.

2.3

SAG on Ozone and UV Solar Radiation (SAG Ozone-UV)

Core activities
●

Facilitate research related to understanding short- and long-term variations of total
ozone and vertical ozone distribution and solar UV radiation, and their impacts on
the atmosphere and Earth System, in close alignment with the recommendations of
the Ozone Research Managers Meeting, and working closely with relevant
international programmes and projects, in particular SPARC, as well as through
joint activities with other major environmental science activities including climate,
health and ecosystem research, etc.;

●

Coordinate work related to the quantification of the spatial distribution and trends
of total ozone and vertical ozone distribution and solar UV radiation, in particular, in
support of the Vienna Convention and Ozone Assessments undertaken under the
Montreal Protocol;

●

Report to the relevant bodies including Global Climate Observing System on the
status of the Global Ozone Observing System;
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●

Regularly review the status of the GAW network for measuring total and profile
ozone and UV radiation, to ensure it is fit for purpose to meet the needs of the key
stakeholders, including geographic coverage, types of measurements being made
and timeliness of data submission to WOUDC. Promote and facilitate the expansion
of the total ozone and vertical ozone distribution and solar UV radiation global
observational network in order to best meet the needs of stakeholders;

●

Coordinate the efforts to obtain a fully integrated view of the total ozone and
vertical ozone distribution and UV radiation through close engagement and the
synergistic use of ground based, aircraft, balloon and satellite observations in
model systems and data analyses;

●

Actively support capacity building in countries listed in Article 5 of the Montreal
Protocol, working in close partnership with UN Environment and the Vienna
Convention Trust Fund Advisory Committee, through assistance and supervision of
the development of relevant training materials, training delivery and specific action
such as instrument relocations.

Interface with SAG
●

Collaborate with SAG-RG on the observations and research related to vertical ozone
distribution and SAG GHG on the ozone depleting substances.

Interface with Expert Teams
●

Work closely with ET-ACMQ on the assessment of the new or emerging technologies
and methods, including processing algorithms, for total ozone, vertical ozone
distribution and solar UV radiation and QA/QC tools;

●

Work closely with ET-ACMQ on the establishment of good practice guidelines and
common procedures for quality assurance;

●

Work closely with ET-ACNDE on the development of the user requirements for the
application relevant to total ozone and UV radiation to meet requirements from
research communities responding to global environmental challenges;

●

Provide direction to the WOUDC regarding data archival and availability as well as
data processing and creation of products and services to meet science-for-service’s
needs, including metadata requirements.

Interface with WMO groups
●

Collaborate with the WMO and co-sponsored programmes on the aspects of
stratospheric ozone and UV radiation within the Earth System approach and
addressing climate, health and agricultural, and ocean research;

●

Collaborate with the relevant groups under the Technical Commission on Services in
relation to UV radiation application for health and other services.

Interface with external users and partners
●

Communicate the availability of GAW observations to user communities, including
ecosystem effects, health community, climate and atmospheric modelling
communities;

●

Encourage the use of the UV Index for public information;

●

Outreach to other scientific and non-scientific communities regarding the advances
in science related to the state of ozone layer and UV radiation, including production
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of the relevant Bulletins, as well as proper understanding and use of GAW
measurement data.
2.4

SAG on Aerosol

Core activities
●

Facilitate research related to the atmospheric aerosols working closely with the
relevant international programmes and projects, as well as through joint activities
with other major environmental science activities working on atmospheric
chemistry, aerosol processes, numerical weather prediction, effects research,
climate research, etc.;

●

Articulate the needs for the global atmospheric ground based observing system
research infrastructure to support aerosol related global environmental research
specifically targeting the role of aerosol on air quality, regional weather and climate
and help to establish it, including, by promotion, the expansion of observations
particularly in regions where data are sparse or inexistent and supervising the
categorization of stations according to GAW stations criteria;

●

Analyse variability and trends in aerosol abundance, composition and properties at
global, regional and urban scales and provide guidance to expert teams on the need
for further development of technologies and methods for monitoring to support this
analysis;

●

Promote initiatives towards an integrated view of the aerosol role in climate and air
quality through integration of aircraft and satellite observations with surface
measurements in model systems and data analyses; in particular, provide guidance
on incorporating atmospheric aerosols into the Earth System modelling approach
for land, ice, oceans and the atmosphere;

●

Support efforts across the GAW value chain to ensure that a clear and
comprehensive high-quality data provision chain is maintained operational, easily
accessible and widely open, fully responding to expectations of research
communities worldwide, by monitoring its usage and analysing feedbacks from its
users, reported by expert teams; promote timely data delivery;

●

Promote better coordination of the regional networks worldwide and contribute to
the establishment of regional networks where they do not exist. In particular,
maintain and develop activities of the GALION network and promote the
establishment of an International Network for Near-Surface observations as
recommended in GAW Report No. 207;

●

Provide regular assessments related to the quantification of variability and trends of
aerosol properties on global and regional scales to the science communities and
relevant stakeholders, ensure participation of GAW-related communities, and the
use of GAW services in international environmental assessments (IPCC, GEO, etc.);

●

Stimulate the development of user-oriented products and services and enhance the
use of observations to support compliance with emission-reduction treaties;

●

Assist/supervise the development of the relevant training materials and training
delivery and support capacity building activities, in particular in emerging and
developing countries.
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Interface with SAG
●

Work together with the other thematic SAGs to develop integrated analyses
targeting global challenges such as the nitrogen cycle, air pollution impacts on
agriculture and natural ecosystems, and the role of short-lived climate forcers on
regional weather and climate.

Interface with Expert Teams
●

Work closely with ET-ACMQ on the assessment of the new or emerging technologies
and methods for aerosol measurements, development of the QA/QC tools and
update of CIMO guidance;

●

Work closely with ET-ACMQ on the establishment of good practice guidelines and
common procedures for quality assurance with particular focus on the
establishment of new Regional Calibration Centres and Regional Data Centres in the
different WMO regions;

●

Work closely with ET-ACNDE on the development of the user requirements for the
application relevant to aerosol, assessing the current observational capabilities
versus user requirements, reviewing and updating the OSCAR database and
producing regular gap analysis reports that can lead to recommendations on the
network development (e.g. the “statement of guidance”);

●

Provide direction to the WDCA with regard to data archival and availability as well
as data processing and creation of products and services to meet science-forservice’s needs, including metadata requirements.

Interface with GAW Initiatives Steering Committees
●

Advise GAW Initiatives Steering Committees on the recent developments,
observational and modelling capabilities related to aerosol.

Interface with WMO groups
●

Collaborate with the WMO and co-sponsored programmes on the aspects of aerosol
within the Earth System approach and addressing weather, climate, health and
agricultural, hydrological and ocean research.

Interface with external users and partners
●

Communicate the availability of GAW observations to user communities, including
ecosystem effects, health community, climate and atmospheric modelling
communities;

●

Outreach to other scientific and non-scientific communities regarding the state of
science related to aerosol, including the production of the relevant Bulletins, as well
as proper understanding and use of measurement data;

●

Actively entrain stakeholders, policymaker groups, scientific implementation
partners and other interested parties to encourage their support and engagement.

2.5

SAG on Greenhouse Gases (SAG GHG)

Core activities
●

Facilitate research related to the greenhouse gases by working closely with the
relevant international programmes and projects, as well as with other major
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environmental science activities including carbon cycle and climate research,
climate services, emissions modelling, stratospheric ozone depletion, climate and
air pollution etc.;
●

Coordinate the work related to the quantification of the spatial distribution and
trends of greenhouse gases on global and regional scales and produce regular
assessments, including regularly published information on the status of greenhouse
gases, e.g. through the WMO Greenhouse Gas Bulletin and contribution to Climate
Statement;

●

Facilitate research on the use of isotopes and ancillary tracers to understand
greenhouse gas sources, sinks and budgets;

●

Stimulate the development of user-oriented products and services;

●

Advocate for the expansion of in situ greenhouse gas measurement network at
Earth’s surface and vertical profiles, particularly in data-poor regions like the
tropics, climate-sensitive regions like the Arctic, and other regions where
observations are used to support compliance with emission-reduction treaties;

●

Encourage the improvement of retrievals of GHG distributions from satellite
radiance measurements through comparison with in situ observations;

●

Assist/supervise the development of the relevant training materials and training
delivery and support capacity development activities;

●

Develop peer-reviewed data quality evaluation procedures for grading contributions
to GAW greenhouse gas measurement, in collaboration with ET-ACMQ, that will
encourage improvements in the quality and transparency of those contributions.

Interface with SAG
●

Work together with the SAGs on reactive gases and on applications on development
of integrated analyses related to improved knowledge of greenhouse gas emissions
and source attribution;

●

Work with the SAG on applications to promote development of improved
atmospheric transport models, which are used to calculate greenhouse gas fluxes
from atmospheric observations, with systematic and compatible measurements of
the spatial distributions of transport tracers such as SF6 and 222Rn.

Interface with Expert Teams
●

Work closely with ET-ACMQ on the assessment of the new or emerging technologies
and methods for greenhouse gas measurements, development of the QA/QC tools
and update of CIMO guidance;

●

Work closely with ET-ACMQ on the establishment of good practice guidelines and
common procedures for quality assurance;

●

Work closely with ET-ACNDE on the development of the user requirements for the
application relevant to greenhouse gases, assessing the current observational
capabilities versus user requirements, reviewing and updating the OSCAR database
and producing regular gap analysis reports that can lead to recommendations on
the network development (e.g. the “statement of guidance”);

●

Provide direction to the WDCGG with regard to data archival and availability as well
as data processing and creation of products and services to meet science-forservice needs, including metadata requirements and enhanced use and exchange of
observed data through FAIR principles.
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Interface with GAW Initiatives Steering Committees
●

Provide guidance on the state of science and recent research findings in the area of
greenhouse gases to the Integrated Global Greenhouse Gas Information System
(IG3IS), assist IG3IS promotion and implementation working with the partner
organizations and communities (including ocean, biosphere and urban
communities).

Interface with WMO groups
●

Collaborate with the WMO and co-sponsored programmes on the aspects of
greenhouse gases within the Earth System approach and addressing carbon cycle,
radiative forcing and broader climate research, agricultural, ecosystems and ocean
research.

Interface with external users and partners
●

Communicate the availability of GAW observations to user communities, including
climate, ecosystems, agriculture and atmospheric modelling communities;

●

Outreach to other scientific and non-scientific communities regarding the state of
science related to greenhouse gases, including the production of the relevant
Bulletins, as well as proper understanding and use of measurement data;

●

Actively entrain stakeholders, policymaker groups, scientific implementation
partners and other interested parties to encourage their support and engagement.

2.6

SAG on Applications (SAG-Apps)

Core activities
●

Facilitate research related to modelling and data assimilation of atmospheric
composition in the Earth System models, working closely with the thematic SAGs
within GAW, GAW initiatives, Numerical Weather Prediction and Climate Modelling
centres and with relevant national and international programmes and projects;

●

Promote best practices and applications that use observational data in NRT on
scales larger than urban, including the development of boundary conditions for
regional and local modelling;

●

Advise respective communities on the techniques to model and assimilate
atmospheric composition observations to better monitor and predict large-scale
transport of dust, fire and volcanic emissions and their impacts in liaison with
groups such as SDS-WAS, IGAC & Global Emissions Inventory Activity (GEIA),
Volcanic Ash Advisory Centres (VAACs);

●

Working closely with the Earth System modelling community, define evaluation
protocols and model performance scoring methodologies for atmospheric
composition variables;

●

Further develop the science basis and encourage development of innovative health
and other air quality impacts related services at large scales, such as platforms
focused on the global burden of disease and air quality impacts on agriculture,
through collaborations with WHO, UNEP and other organizations;

●

Assist/supervise the development of the relevant training materials and training
delivery and support capacity development activities.
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Interface with SAG
●

Work together with the thematic SAGs on development of the relevant modelling
tools, approaches and products for the specific areas;

●

Work with the SAG on greenhouse gases on development of improved atmospheric
transport models.

Interface with Expert Teams
●

Work with ET-ACMQ on the potential utilization of the model outputs for quality
control of the observational data;

●

Work closely with ET-ACNDE on the gap analysis reports and optimization of the
observational system design for specific applications;

●

Work with ET-ACDM on availability, format and timeliness of submission of data to
the World Data Centres to improve data usability within the modelling applications.

Interface with GAW Initiatives Steering Committees
●

Advise on the model development, improved assimilation methods and advances
with the model transport representation, inverse modelling techniques and
uncertainties characterization to the GAW initiatives (IG3IS, MMF-GTAD and GAFIS).

Interface with WMO groups
●

Collaborate with the WMO and co-sponsored programmes and related groups of the
Technical Commission on Infrastructure on the aspects of the Earth System
modelling, data assimilation, model scores, parametrization of the atmospheric
chemical processes and uncertainty characterization.

Interface with external users and partners
●

Reach out to other scientific and non-scientific communities regarding the state of
science related to atmospheric composition modelling and data assimilation, as well
as proper understanding and use of air pollution and GHG data products
(reanalyses, analyses and forecasts);

●

Work together with external partners (UNEP, WHO, IGAC etc.) on development and
promotion of the common modelling products and their promotion with the user
community;

●

Actively entrain stakeholders, policymaker groups, scientific implementation
partners and other interested parties to encourage their support and engagement.

2.7

GAW Urban Research Meteorology and Environment SAG (GURME SAG)

Core activities
●

Facilitate and guide advances of tools and systems to improve air quality,
meteorological and climatological modelling for predictions, forecasting and longterm projections relevant for urban areas;

●

Facilitate research related to the improved representation of urban features and
processes in models for improving the prediction and forecasting of air quality,
weather and climate for urban areas;
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●

Working with the regional and global modelling communities to improve
understanding of the role of interactions between emissions, composition,
meteorology, geographical and climate processes that affect urban air quality;

●

Guide the integration of observations required to improve and evaluate air quality
and meteorological modelling for urban areas, including ground based, aircraft,
satellite meteorological and atmospheric composition and long-term climatological
measurements taking account of new technologies (e.g. sensors) and
crowdsourcing;

●

Support the development of the tools and evidence base for reliable assessment
and analysis of synergistic impacts on exposure, health, environment and security
from air pollution, weather, extreme events and emergencies and climate change
for developing effective mitigation and adaptation strategies for urban areas;

●

Assist and supervise the development of relevant training materials and delivery
and support capacity development activities across regions of the world.

Interface with SAGs
●

Work closely with the other thematic SAGs (e.g. SAG-App) to improve the process
understanding and develop observational and modelling capabilities for predicting
and forecasting air quality, weather and climate for urban environments on multiple
scales.

Interface with Expert Teams
●

Work with ET-ACMQ on the urban measurement approached and methods and
requirements for the quality assurance of such measurements;

●

Work closely with ET-ACNDE on the gap analysis reports and optimization of the
observational system design for urban applications;

●

Work with ET-ACDM on the needs for data archival and data management for urban
applications.

Interface with GAW Initiatives Steering Committees
●

Provide scientific evidence and guidance to support GAFIS and IG3IS initiatives, as
well as directly to WMO Members and international agencies to identify, translate
and make recommendations on urban air quality observations and forecasting,
meteorological and climatological science developments to meets their needs.

Interface with WMO groups
●

Work closely with other WMO bodies such as World Weather Research Programme
(WWRP) and World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) to provide specialist
expertise on urban issues related to air quality, weather and climate;

●

Collaborated with the respective groups under the Technical Commission on
Services, such as the Study Group on Integrated Urban Services, in the
development and implementation of integrated urban services from the
atmospheric composition, air quality, meteorology and climate perspectives.

Interface with external users and partners
●

Work closely with other global organizations, such as the World Health Organization
(WHO) on the latest scientific advances in urban meteorology and air quality, for
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example, to improve approaches and strengthen the evidence base for conducting
exposure and health impact assessment of air pollution in cities and towns;
●

Extend outreach to other scientific and non-scientific communities regarding the
state of science related to the urban environment and assist in developing
understanding and use of modelled data (e.g. diagnostics, reanalysis and forecast);

●

Actively entrain stakeholders, policymaker groups, scientific implementation
partners and other interested parties to encourage their support and engagement.

3.

GAW Initiatives Steering Committees
Integrated Global Greenhouse Gas Information System (IG3IS) Steering Committee

3.1

Core activities
●

Assess emerging stakeholder and policymaker needs with respect to measurement–
based greenhouse gas emission estimates to guide scientific developments and
future delivery of such information;

●

Facilitate establishment of good practice guidelines and research strategies for
projects consistent with the IG3IS objectives; support a regular update to these
practices in the IG3IS Science Implementation Plan;

●

Collect and summarize the implementation and accomplishments of projects
successfully demonstrating IG3IS principles and, where appropriate, incorporate
into the good practice guidelines and IG3IS Science Implementation Plan;

●

Advise on the scientific and technical matters for potential partners and
practitioners seeking to apply IG3IS methods according to IG3IS good practice
guidelines and assist with building the required partnerships for implementation;

●

Facilitate research and development activities of the IG3IS community especially in
response to national and international funding opportunity announcements;

●

Promote use of the GAW infrastructure and expertise in the implementation of
IG3IS, further promote the extension of GAW through the implementation of
individual projects;

●

Support and guide activities of the IG3IS office.

Interface with SAGs:
●

Collaborate with thematic SAGs on long-lived greenhouse gases, short-lived
pollutants, urban dynamics, inverse modelling techniques and data assimilation.

Interface with Expert Teams:
●

Work closely with the ET-ACDM on development of the policy and practice for the
sharing of the data produced by the IG3IS projects and activities;

●

Work closely with ET-ACNDE on the development and documentation of the user
and technical observational requirements for IG3IS implementation on different
scales.

Interface with GAW initiative steering committees
●

Collaborate on cross-cutting topics between Air Quality and climate information
systems with GAFIS.
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Interface with WMO groups
●

Collaborate with the WMO and co-sponsored programmes including relevant groups
under the Technical Commission on Services on the aspects of greenhouse gases
fluxes addressing carbon cycle, agricultural, ecosystems and ocean research and
climate services.

Interface with external users and partners
●

Promote IG3IS activities to international and national bodies and conventions,
including UNFCCC, IPCC and stakeholders, WMO Members and sponsoring bodies;

●

Actively entrain stakeholders, policymaker groups, scientific implementation
partners and other interested parties to encourage their support and engagement.

3.2

Measurement Model Fusion for Global Total Atmospheric Deposition (MMF-GTAD)
Steering Committee

Core activities:
●

Develop an Implementation Plan to establish and execute the MMF-GTAD initiative
following its stated near-term and midterm objectives;

●

Facilitate the creation and dissemination of high-quality global MMF maps and highspatial-resolution data products of atmospheric deposition on an operational basis
(including the associated quality-assured measurement data sets and model
outputs);

●

Facilitate the development of the customized procedures, provide technical advice
and tailored products for specific user and stakeholder needs (e.g., ecosystemspecific deposition, derived indicators, long-term deposition trends);

●

Develop and implement research mobilization strategy to ensure continuity of the
activities.

Interface with Scientific Advisory Groups:
●

Work in close cooperation with SAG-TAD, SAG-RG, SAG-Apps and SAG-Aerosols on
the continuous improvement to the operational products through research
innovations in deposition monitoring, modelling, data assimilation/fusion and new
observation systems (e.g., satellite measurements).

Interface with Expert Teams:
●

Work closely with the ET-ACDM on development of the policy and practice for the
sharing of the data produced by the MMF-GTAD projects and activities;

●

Work closely with ET-ACNDE on the development and documentation of the user
and technical observational requirements for MMF-GTAD implementation on
different scales.

Interface with GAW initiative steering committees
●

Collaborate on cross-cutting topics between Air Quality, climate information
systems and deposition with GAFIS and IG3IS steering committees.
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Interface with WMO groups
●

Collaborate with the WMO and co-sponsored programmes including relevant groups
under the Technical Commission on Services on the aspects of deposition for the
agrometeorological services, ecosystems and ocean research.

Interface with external users and partners:
●

Promote MMF-GTAD activities to international bodies and conventions, including
Convention on biodiversity and FAO, stakeholders, WMO Members and sponsoring
bodies;

●

Continuously engage data users, stakeholders and partners to meet their evolving
needs and priorities and encourage their support;

●

Work with existing WMO, UN partners, and regional and national measurement
programmes (e.g., networks, satellites) to encourage the expansion and
improvement of deposition observations to support the goals of this initiative.

3.3.

Global Air Quality Forecasting and Information System Steering Committee

Core activities:
●

Develop an Implementation Plan to establish and execute the GAFIS initiative
following its stated near-term and midterm objectives;

●

Facilitate the development of good practices for air quality forecasting and
monitoring services including their presentation and evaluation utilizing diverse
approaches;

●

Carry out and maintain a survey of regional and global air quality forecasting and
information systems and identify regions with a lack of adequate air quality
services;

●

Support capacity building in areas with a lack of air quality services;

●

Collect the user requirements for air quality services for different applications
(human health, well-being, agriculture);

●

Promote further development of the observational infrastructure required for
operational air quality services and encourage quality control and provision of meta
data;

●

Explore the potential of emerging data set such as low-cost air quality sensors or
satellite retrievals from geostationary platforms for operational air quality
monitoring and forecasting;

●

Promote scientific and operational synergies of air quality forecasting integrated
into Numerical Weather Prediction systems;

●

Develop and implement a resource mobilization strategy to ensure continuity of the
activities;

●

Contribute to capacity building activities.

Interface within Scientific Advisory Groups
●

Work closely with SAG-App and SAG GURME on the definition of user- and sciencedriven metrics for air quality evaluation;

●

Closely collaborate with thematic SAGs on cross-cutting issues concerning air
quality forecasting.
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Interface within Expert Teams
●

Work closely with ET-ACNDE on the development and documentation of the user
and technical observational requirements for Air Quality services (timeliness,
access).

Interface within Steering communities
●

Collaborate with MMF-GTAD on cross-cutting topics between AQ information
systems and deposition product services.

Interface within WMO
●

Contribute to WMO regulatory processes (Technical Commissions) on AQ
forecasting topics such as data format standards, data dissemination and warning
procedure protocols;

●

Collaborate with WWRP and WGNE on operational applications of atmospheric
composition feedbacks in Numerical Weather Prediction;

●

Collaborate with the Study Group on Integrated Health Services under the Technical
Commission on Services in areas related to air quality.

Interface with external community
●

Facilitate close cooperation for the implementation among operational service
providers (e.g. CAMS), semi-operational (e.q. MAP-AQ, SDS-WAS) and research
efforts (e.g. PREFIA, PAPILA);

●

Engage with the user community to understand the requirements for air quality
services (e.g. AQ indicators for human health, air quality regulation for the
protection of crops) and co-design new integrated applications to meet their needs.
________________
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